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ONE DOLLAR A YEAR
•
NEW
All the news that's fit to print.
ER
HOI KINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY KENTUCKY FRIDAY FEBRUARY 17 1905 VOLUME XXXV, NO. 19
DEATH SUMMONS FRANK M. BINS




and the Interment at
Hopewell Cemetery.
(From Wednesday's
Frank M. Byars died last night
after an Hines, of two weeks at his
residence on South Main street.
Bright disease complicated with ab-
scess of the liver caused his death.
He had been in a critical condition ,
since last Wednesday, and for the
last two or three days his case had!
been hopeless. Although only a part
of his life had been spent in Hop-
kinsville. he was ono of the best
known and most popular men in the
city and the announcement of his
death causes wide-spread sorrow anti'
regret. Mr. Byars was possessed of
a genial nature, fine intelligence and
keen wit. Everyone who knew him
In^any degree of intimacy was his!
detroted friend, and he will be great-
ly missed. He was fully identified1
with the Interests of the city an&
ever ready to do all in his power to,
advknee its prosperity. He was a
man of the highest honor and Integ-
rity, an affectionate husband and fa-
ther, a loyal friend and • splendid
citizen.
Mr. Byars was about sixty years
of age, a native of Todd.county, and I
a son of the late A. T. Byars. a
prominent citizen of that countyi
His wife, who with five children,
three daugLters and two eons, sur-
viee him, Was formerly Miss Jeffer-
son. tie was successfully engaged
In farming up to about twelve years
ago when he removed with his fami-
ly to Hopkineville to reside. Short-
:y after coming here he was elected
an inspector by the tobacco board of
trade and since then had continuous-
ly held the position which he filled
with credit to himself and thorough
satisfaction to both buyers and sell-
ers. Mr. flyers was a member of
Evergreeu lodge No. 38, Knights of
Pythiae, and the members of the or-
der will attend the funeral in a body.
The services will be held tomorrow
afternoon at 2 o'clock at the late
residence and the remains will be
intel•red ity.Hopewell cemetery.
The active pall bearers will be as
follows: Walter A. 'Wilson, R. E.
Cooper. T. B. Fairleigh, C. S. Jarrett,
M. H Tahdy, E. M. Flack, R. M.
Wooldridge, James West.
The following gentlemen will be
honorary pall bearers: H. H. Aber.
nathy, M. C. Forbee T. W. Blakey,
J. D. Ware, James P. Thompson, F.




(Special to New Era)
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Feb. 15.-A
Joint fine of $600 was assessed against
W. R. Knott and the Evening Post
company by the Jury in the criminal
court last night alter two hours end
a half cousideration of the case. For
the past seven days the defendants
have been on trial of the charge of
criminally libeling Patrick Sharkey
and his saloon at Seventh and Mark-
et streets by publishing through the
so-called "Mysterious Red" articles
that his establishment was a "hang-
out" for thieve. and a resort for
crooked gambling and fallen women.
As soon as the verdict Was announc-
ed counsel for the defense made a
motion and teudered grounds fur a
new trial. Ten days were allowed
In which to file additional grounds.
Those given are in a large measure
formal and geheral.
Nearly four hours of wrangling
were consumed before this verdict
was reached. On the first ballot
eleven jurors voted for conviction
And one for acquittal. The single
juror went over te the other side,and
on the subsequent ballots the dis-
agreement was as to the amount of
tne flue to be imposed. Common-
wealth's Attorney Joseph Huffaker
had asked the jury not to imprison
Mr. Knott. The amount suggested
for a fine ranged from $1 to $25,000.
A Weather Tale.
Is this really what Fairview girls
talk about? The Review says:
"Tne coldest night reported so far is
by a }Timer lady here who saye when
she went to milk the other morning
the extract of cream and butter was
frozen in the cow's teats, and had to
be thawed out by means of a coal oil
stove. The readers have their pref-
ereuce in their belief of this."
A Matter
of Health
There is a quality in Royal
Baking Powder which makes
the food more digestible and
wholesome. This peculiarity
of Royal has been noted by
physicians, and they accord-
ingly endorse and recom-
mend it.
ROYAL SAWN( ROWORR CA).• INEW YORK.
•
WEALTH OF CHRISTIAN COUNTY




Over the Year 904.-Our
Resources.
The final recapitulation of the
cotthty's assessment for the present
year has been completed and reveals
some very interesting facts concern-
ing the wealth aud resources of
Christian county.
Compeseison with the figures of the
preceding year show an increase in
taxable property of about $188,145.
Here's what we are taxed on:
Amount of bonds  $ 44,636
Amount of notes secured by
mortgage    488,866
Amount of other notes  144,6 0
Amount of accounts  636
Amount of cash on hand  8,160
Amount of cash on deposit in
bank  142,200
Amount cash on depost with
other corporations  6,760
Amounts of all other credits
or ,noney at interest  200
Amount of stock in joint stock
companies  3,775
A mount of stock in foreign
cerporations  1,090
422 928 acres of land 6 047 006
2,639 town lots 2 884,496
2162 sheep  4,640
14,496 hogs.  64,306
Value of agricultural imple-
ments  67,835
Value of agricultural pro-
ducts  2,475
Value of wagons, carriages,
bicycles and vehicles of
every kind  69,370
Value of slaughtered animals 125
Value of sewing and knitting
machines  4,265
Value of safes  4,935
Value of household and kit-
chen furniture  148,600
Value of manufacturing im-
plements, umehinory of
all kinds  118,4W
Value of piano fort and other
musical instruments  23r180
Value of raw material to be
need in manufacturing . 74,300
Value or manufactured arti-
des  11.600
Diamonds  3,750
Value of watches and clocks 5,290
Value of jewelry . . .... 690
:Value of gold, silver and pia-
' ed ware  I ,900
Value of steam eriginee, iii-
ciuditmg boiler  62,675
Value of brick, stone and
other building material  9,925
Value of wines, whiskies,
brandies and mixtures
thereof not in distillery
bonded warehouse  7 660
2')1 stores and value of stocks
IA goods and other prop-
erty therein  1121,275
Miscellany-Value of proper-
ty not tneutioned in above 138,710
Less exemptions  286,600
Grand total  $9,540,486
STATISTICS.
Males over 21 years of age • 6,929
Enrolled militia 6,843
Children between band 20 years 6,363
Pounds of tobacco raised during
the year 11,767,100
Tone of hay raised during time
year. 11,546
Bushels of corn raised during the-.
year.  762,850
Bushels of wheat raised during
the year 648,700
Bushels of oats raised during the
year. 21,090
No. of acres of wheat 'raised dur-
ing the year. 27,680
No. of acres of corn raised dur-
ing the year  22,27t
No. of acres of meadow 6,474
No. of acres of 'woodland 12,950
No. of acres of tobacco 12,838
Suit For Divorce.
Ada Veach has filed suit for a di-
vorce from C. S. Veach, alleging
abandonment. She prays for the
oust idy of her child.
RACE PROBLEM
(Special to New Era.)
NEW YORK, Feb. 14.-As the
guest of honor at the Lincoln dinner
at the Republican club in this city
Last night President Roosevelt made
a epeoch ou the race problem. He
appealed to the North to make its
friendship to the South all the greater
because of "the embarrassment of
conditions for which she is not alone
responsible," declared that the heart-
iest acknowledgements are due to
the minieters, law officers, grand
juries, public men and "great daily
newspapers in the South, wno have
recently done such effective work in
leading the crusade against lynch-
log," and said that time problem Well
to "so adjust the relations between
the two races of different ethnic type
that the backward race be trained so
that it may enter into the pfissession
of true freedom, while tilt; forward
race is enabled to preserve unharmed




PARIS. Feb. 14.-At today's ses-
sion of the International Inquiry
Commission the British agent,
O'Beltne, read the Enellsh con-
clusions regarding the Dogger Bank
tragedy. These conclueions rejected
the Russian evidence and insisted
that the presence of torpedo boots in
the midst of the fighting fleet Was
impossible. M. Nekludorff, the
Russian agent,then read the Russian
concluIrlons, which declared that the
evidence at hand cleared the Rus-
sians of responsibility.
Nevertheless, he added, the Rus-
sian. would not allow innocent vic-
tittle to suffer, and guaranteed the
payment of indemnity to time victims
of the tragedy.
Russia suggested that the matter
of in& innity be submitted to the
tribunal at The Hague.
STOUR SUICIDE
(Special to New Era)
PARIS, Ky., Feb. 14. A strange
story of suicide comes from Ruddle'e
Mills, this county. Rufus Sharp, a
young weak-minded farmer, died
yesterday afternoon under suspjcious
circumstances after making a request
that an autopsy be performed on his
'Jody by Dr. Koller. This was done,
revealing the presence in the atom-
acu of fifty-nine nails of different
sizes, screws and pins. Sharp had
been swallowing these articles at
different times for a month, saying
he wanted to commit suicide that
way.
Time autopsy was performed in the
presence of eight reputable inch.
Ross Pardoned.
Rube Ross, who was several years
ago convicted at Smithland of killing
Waiter Hook, at Grand Rivers, has
at last been pardoned. The boys were
going to school and Rube ROMS did
not get along with Hook. They fin-
ally had a fight in which Hook was
stabbed in the head and died. The
young Ross, Rube, did the stabbing,
but his elder brother was convicted
as an aceomplice and given two
years. Rube Rose go'. a life sentence
and was a few days ago pardoned,
closing the history, no doubt, of one
of the most memorable legal tighte
in the history of Liviegton county.
MONEY. main quicker that way than any
other."
Emehe Fischer Hoch, the
HAS NO USE FOR WOMEN latest wife of Johann Hoch, called
Advertised for Females Who
Were Over Forty-five
Years Old.
(Special to New Era.)
CHICAGO, Feb.14 -Johann Hoch
makes a statement that his matri-
monial ventures are not love affairs.
"I want to tarred t one impression
of me given the public." he said.
"All are led to bel'eve I am a regu-
lar Romeo. I am not. I did not
love any of my wives. I have no
use for women. It was purely a
business proposition with me. When
I fouud they had money then I went
after them. When I got it I left
them. They had no charms for me.
I advertised for women over 46. I
found they were easier to separate
from their money. Flattery was my
MUCH SAYS IT'S ALL II MISTAKE
ABOUT HIS OEINC I ROMEO.
HE SIMPLY NEEDED THE
chimer in stock. You can win a wo-
on him today to make a demand for
her money. After Hoch had been
brolught from a cell hit° Police In-
ept-Our Shippy's office, the wife midi
"John, you have got my money
and 1 watt it, Give it back torn. 11
yoit have any heart at all, for need
every cent."
ilninoved by the earnest plea,
Honk answered:
"Now, my dear, don't get excited.
Yon will get all your money back
and more it you will do the right
thing. All of these stories about me
wahine. You leave we alone and
you will come out all right. Walt
and we will talk it over later."
'filie woman did not make any re-
plyt, and the Interview was at an
end.
Al special detail of detectives has
ben set at work in an effort to 10-
cate the drug store at which Hoch is
"unposed to have purchased the ar-
senile which the police will endeavor
to prove was administered to Mrs.
Mary Walker-Hocb. The post-mor-
teni examination disclosed three




• •• Laprobes, Leggins, etc. We have :•
• the largest and best stock of 2
: 
1
i Ridipg Saddles 1..• ever brought to 1-lopkinsville. In••
• fact we have bought too many. 1•










. F. A. Yost li Co.,'
: 207 South Main Street. 1%.................0.••••••••.:.
AU Censoten. WorkMonuments , at Lowest Prices. 
Tombstones ilron Fencing'
MarKersqvq• 4Until further notice I eau
be found at F A Yost & Co.. SovIth Main &rein
e••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-
I
111/1 a* 0 11 HARNESS':.: , , I .Cf1111'S BMW a
IliilleS, 1111131k Hams"




ONLY 3 MEMBERS MANY RUSSIANS KILLED ANB WOUNDED roli $500 DANES
LEFT ON THE COEBEL RE-
WARD COMMISSION.
One Will Probably Resign.—
Dr. Clardy Kept at
Home.
(From Friday's Daily)
A meeting of the Goebel Reward
commission was to have been held
yesterday to fill the vacancies on the
committee caused by the deaths of
Judge Joseph H. Lewis and Major
L. C. Norman, but owing to the ill-
ness of the wife of John D. Clardy,
of Newstead, one of the commission-
ers, the meeting had to be postponed.
W. M. Moore, of Harrison; James
M. Richardson, of Barren, and John
D. Clardy, of Christian, are the three
living commissioners, and Richard-
son, wha has been elected to con-
gress, will likely resign soon, so it is
important that the other vacancies
be tilled at ones for fear complica-
tions might arise if the commission
was reduced to less than a quorum.
Health
Means the ability to do a good day's
work, without undue fatigue and to
Lid life worth living. You cannot
have indigestion or constipation
without its upsettiug the liver and
polluting the blood. Such a condi-
tion may be best and quickest ob-
tained by Herbine, the best liver reg-
ulator that the world has ever known.
Mrs. D. W. Smith writes,April 3,1902:
"I use Elerbine, and find it the best
medicine for constipation and regu-
lating the liver I ever used." Price
10 ciente at Ray & Fowler's and I. L.
Cats a Judgment.
'Hon. W. R. Howell was given a
judgment of $280 and interest against




Today's Louisville Herald publish-
ed a list of Christian county Repub-
licans who have contributed to the
"Caleb Powers Fund." Dr. and
Mrs. Andrew Sargent, Sheriff Lem
Davis and J. M. Starling lead the
list with $6 each. Other contribu-
tions range from 26 cents to two $2
contributions, and the total is $63.60.
County Chairman E. B. Long, and
Judge J. I. Landes contribute $2
each. Judge James Breathitt, Jailer
Boyd, County Attorney Anderson.
County Clerk Prowse and a number
of others made $1 contributions.
• Ws
Are You Restless at Night
And harassed by a bad cough? Use
Ballard's Horehound Syrup, it will
secure you sound sleep and effect a
prompt and radical cure. 26o, 60c,and
$1.00. Sold by Ray & Fowler and L.
L. Elgin.
Mr. Cooper Interested.
A Nashville dispatch in today's
Courier-Journal says:
"A charter was granted here today
for the Nashville Home Telephone
Company, capitol stock $100,000. The
incorporators are E. L. Barker, R.E.
Cooper, Luke Lea, R. J. Lyles and
George S. Parkes. The main lines
are to connect Nashville with Louis-
•ille, Chattanooga and Memphis."
Poisons in Food
Perhaps you don't realize that
many pain poisons originate in the
food, but some day you may feel a
twinge of dyspepsia that will con-
vince you. Dr. King's New Life
Pills are guaranteed to cure all sick-
ness due to poisons of undigested
food—or money back. 
1 
26c at L. L. 
Elgin'a and Ray & Fowler's drug
: 1 stores. Try them.
Buss the
a . A. 18 l'r Ca Xt. It AL.




Bloody Encounters Between Strikers and Troops Are Re-
ported.—I2,000 New Strikers at St. Petersburg.
7----------- -  -__
•-"!-‘\
\
NEW MILITARY GOVERNOR OF ST. PETERSBURG.
General Tieing, appointed military governor of St. Petersburg after the recent out-break there, is universally despised throughout Russia beemise f his disregard of therights I if the poorer classes. Ile ass given his present post because he had demonstratedhis fitness for it by his mamas at Moscow in oppressing the manses.
(Special to New Era.)
ST. PETERSBURG, Feb. 10.—
Over one hundred strikers were kill-
ed and wounded last night at War-
saw in a fight with the military.
Special dispatches from Warsaw
report the death of Governor Gener-
al Tachertkoff, of the province of
Warsaw, who was wounded in the
leg in an encounter between troops
and strikers.
Twelve thousand more MOD went
out here today on a strike.
I Press dispatches from Sosnovicedescribe the bloody character of the
conflict between the military and
strikers at the Katerinen Iron
Works. One correspondent te/e
grat hs that fifteen persons were
killed and thirty:4i ve wounded,
while another 'Ayes the number
killed as fifty. The military tired
eight volleys.
Another collision occurred at the
Nifka line, beyond Modrzeff, where
it is rumored 160 persons were killed.
Several Deaths Among Peo- 
Personal Notes.pie Who Are Well Known
In This City.
J. E. MURPHY.
J. E. Murphy died this morning at
2 o'clock at Meyers' boarding house
Cleveland avenue. He was sixty-
three years of age. His death was
due to consumption. He was a stone
mason by trade and had been living
with Mr. Howard Stowe, near Julien,
since 1889. Helves a Christian man
and was highly esteemed by all who
knew him.
The funeral will take place tomor-
row morning at 8:30 at the residence
of Mr. Meyers and the interment
will be at the family burying ground
near Fairview.
CHILD'S DEATH.
The two-year-old son of H. S.
Watkins, who resides on West
Fourth street, died last night of
pneumonia. The funeral will take
place at the residence tomorrow af-
ternoon at 2 o'clock.
DIES AFTER OPERATION.
A press dispatch tor Evansville
Ind., says:
"Mrs. Edward Jennings, wife of
the prodrietor of the Victoria Hotel,
died from the effect of an operation
Thursday night. She was a Miss
Braahear, of Hopkinsville, Ky., and
was thirty years old."
MRS. HARRIET WILLIAMSON.
Mrs. Harriett Williamson, aged 74
years, died Wednesday afternoon at
6:16 o'clock at her home, 811 Wash-
ington avenue, in Cairo, 111., after
an illness of more than a year w:th
a complication of diseases.
Mrs. Williamson was born in Hop-
(From Friday's Daily.)
City Judge Wallace HancUck, of
Cadiz, is in the city.
John B. Trice and son, Walter,
have returned from Florida.
; Mrs. Emily Wheeler Elliott is vis-
iting relatives in Owensboro.
Misses Susie and May Jones will
go to Pembroke this eveeing to visit
Mrs. Thomas Dutton.
Mrs. Tom Underwood of Kelly, is
visiting her mother, Mrs. W. M
Jones, in the city.
1 Mrs. Hannah Morton has returned
to St. Joseph, Mo., after a visit to
her sisters, Mrs. F. J. Brownell and
Mrs. Mary Morton.
, The Rev. Sam P. Jones, of Carters-
ville, Ga., passed through the city
yesterday en route to St. Louis He
told friends at the station that he did
I not expect to hold another revival in
Hopkinsville at any time soon.
Mr. Elmer Williams left last night
for his home in Kansas City, Mo.
after a visit to his sister, Mrs. Geo.
H. Taylor on East 13th St. On his
way back he will visit Mammoth
Cave, Louisville and Lexington.
Bryan Hopper of this place, and
his brother of Hopkinsville, accom-
panied by Press Ross, of Madison-
I ville, left Tuesday morning for the
sunny Southland where they will
hunt, fish and spin long winded
yarns about the fish they have land-
ed in tile past. The party expect to
be gone about six weeks.—Earling-
ton Bee.
Miss Florence Duncan, of Hopkins-
ille, is here visiting her sister. Mrs.
Eugene Whitlow Attorney John
Feland, Chief of Police W. E. &ma-
nn, and Messrs. Ennis and Thea Mor-
ris, of HopkinsvIlle, were here yes-
terday attending court. ....D. H.
Armstrong and wife, J. L. P'Pool
and T. C. Stewart, of Hopkinsville,
Mrs. Sue A. Wallace, of Trenton,
and Lon Teasley, of Empire, were
here yesterday attending court.—Ca-
diz Record.
kineville, Ky., Sept. 4, 1830. Her ; Dr. Green's Creat Puzzle.
maiden name Was NVooci. On Octo- I Dr. G. G. Green, of Woodbury,
be:: 7, 1845, she married John B. f New Jersey, will mail for a 2c stamp
Smith, of Sinithland, Ky. He died (simply for postage) one of his great
February 6, 1856. O may 11 
novelties, a wooden box with glassn , 1858,
top, containing six little colored balls.she was united in marriage to Capt. It necessitates remarkable quickness
U. D. Williamson at Sinithiand, Ky., of the eye and hand to master it, but
where they resided until 1869, when it is possible, with practice. Send
he went to Cairo and established the for one and mention the New Era.
boat store on Ohio street, in partner-
ship with the late E. P. Haynes. The CASTOR IAlatter retired front business in theRange Civen Away. 
For Infants and Children.The steel range which was orered early 70's, and Capt. Williamson "
by me as a premium to my customers conducted the business until his
was drawn by ticket No. 915E1. This death in 1895.
ticket being sent to me sealed from Mrs. Williamson went to Cairo inthe factory. The person bolding the
1860, acid in 1882 with her husband,duplicate of this number can get the
range by calling at my grocery. moved to the residence where she
dewlt M. E. Nolen. Idled.






NEGRESS SUES THE L. & N.
RAILROAD.
Boy Who Stole Father's
Horse Sentenced to the
Penitentiary.
Tisha Killihrew col.. has flied suit
against the Louisville tit Nashville
railroad company for $600 damatos.
She claims that while en route from
St. Louis to Hopk insville last De-
cember that she was forced to go In.
to another car when the train reach-
ed Evaiusv ille, and that this car was
not heated in any manner and she
was forced to make the trip from
Evansville to this city in that cold
car. She alleges that she was almost
frozen by the exposyre from the
effects of which she was ill for some
time and damaged to the amount
prayed for.
Charles Watkine, the negro who
was arrestod here several days ago
charged with stealing a horse from
his father, Richard Watkins, near
Cadiz, had his trial in that city yes-
terday. He entered a plea of guilty
and the jury returned a verdict sen-
tencing him to two years in the pen-
itentiary. The reward of ;50 which
Is offered by the state for the cap-
ture and conviction of a horse thief
was oidered to be paid to Marshal
Davis, of Cadiz, and Chief of Police
W. E. Shankiin, of this city. Chief
Shanklin and Messrs. Ennis and
Thea Morris attended the trial.
ALL OVER.
(Special to New Era.)
FRANKFORT, Ky.,Feb.10.—Gov.
Beckham today signed the State
Capitol bill and the legislature ad
journed sine die.
•
Deafness Cannot Be: Cured
by loofa applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deaf-
ness and that Is by constitutional
remedies. Dealt-lose is caused by an
inflamed condition of the /mucous
lining of the Eustachian Tube.
When this tube is inflamed you have
a rumbling sound or imperfect hear-
ing, and when it is entirely closed,
deafness is the result, and unless the
inflammation can be taken out and
this tube restored to its normal con-
dition, hearing will be destroyed for-
ever; nine cases out of ten are caused
by catarrh, which is nothing but an
inflamed condition of the mucous
surfaces.
We will give one hundred dollars
for any case of deafness caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu-
lars free. F. J. CHENEY & CO-,
Toledo, 0.
Sold by druggists, 76c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
stipation.
No Loan.
The collapse of the $10,000,000 loan
to finance to finance the Burley To-
bacco Growers' association is an-
nounced. 'The failure to negotiate
the loan is attributed to the opposi-
tion of the tobacco trust.
Agonizing Burns
Are instantly relieved and perfectly
healed by Bucklen's Arnica Salve,
C. Elverbark, Jr., of Norfolk, Va.,
writes:"I burnt my knee dreadfully;
that it blistered all over. Bucklin's
Arnica Salve stopped the pain and
healed it without a scar." Also
heals all wounds and sores. 25C at
L. L. Elgin's and Ray & Fowler*
Hopkinsville, Ky.
M'CIJE HANGED
(Special to New Era.)
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va., Feb.
10.—J. Samuel McCue, ex-Mayor of
this city, was hanged here today for
the murder of his wife.
He made a full confession of his
•
crime to the Rev. Dr Petrie, the
minister who accompanied him to
the gallows.
In a last effort to escape the gal-
lows, McCue made application to the
U. S. Supreme Court for the writ of
error which yesterday was denied.
'UV Early Risers






LlIsVIErmii:BrOOD SYR01)„LIRDIBright's Disease, Dia belts, Dimeiuies of the Heart and Lungs, Skin Diseases,WJ t'hustiph t lOn I Rheumatism Stomach Tniublea, and nil other troubles havingr origin in an Inactive or dinor,ierod liver Ordinary "liver regulabav " andsimilar preparations simply give temporary relief, but 'hr. Thaehera Liver andli104s1 Syrup cures to stay cured iy putting the liver In &healthy condition and forti tying your system against fit ure attacks of diewse. lii. the outy preparationt hiTitidie"es;niitsph7iiriskohlY d'nha.'iltsd kreelYr4moving this cause ,et tue i neys are : Weakness kn a in the small of the hack, sickhendarlie, pain. in loins and go ins, numbness of the t highs, high.colored or weld-ing urine, milky or bloody nri e, frequent desire to urinate, nausea, vomiting,constipation, hot and oold flashes, furred or unnaturally red tongue. TheseCr,' the symptoms of diseased k dneys; don't neglect themOnly one remedy eontalne all the curative properties- scientilleally combined—req ulmil in the treatment of Li er and Kidney Stamm* and that is br. Thant:leesv r end Bh,,od Syrup.
FORMULA: Mandrake ( ay Apple), Yellow Dock, Dandelion, HydrangeaSeven Barks , Senna, Sarsapari la, Gentian, Iodide of Potassium, &mho, Juniper
aBLFrirnie;s.. Write to-day All druggist., so cents and .1.00 per bottle.
sample and' Dr. Thaeh+s Health Book," with confidential advice, for this
THACHER MEDICINE CO.. CHATTANOOGA. TZIEN.
E. B. LONG,
Pres.
. . TANDY, JS A YOUNO,Jr
Cashier. Mat Cashier
The C TI BANK
Capital
$60,000.00Surplus and Undivided Profits• -$70,000.00
The surplus of this bank is lariter than that of all other
iBanks in Christian county co .bined; and in proportion to Capital ranksamong the first in the State o4 Kentucky. Every dollar of this surplus hasbeen earned, indicating the 
sti 





Organized in 0165 
Capital Stock Paid In $100,000.00
Surplus  $32,000.00
HENRY C. GANT, PRESIDENT.
14 E. MCPH1ERSON, CASHIER.. L. MCPHERSON, ASST. CASHIER.
WITH the largest cornbined capital and surplus of any bankin Christian county, we are prepared to offer our custo-mers every facility in the conduct of their business, andprompt, courteous treatment in every detail.
omvaadmi thwavvaiwww
v.Swtaters!
Lambs's ool Sweaters at
One-ourth Off
KEEP WARM
COrIBINED NEK and EAR MUFFLER
Protects the neck, ears and face. Warm, durableand neat. Makes zero;weath pleasant. A sure prevenstative for coughs cold, pneumonia and consumption.









Brame. Cor. 7th & Vir. Ste.
FEED STABLE
For a nice drive, uP-to-4te rigs and courteous attention give
me a call. Hack service fo the city—meeting all trains. Fune-
ral and wedding parties a s ecialty. Home phone 1313, Cumber
land phone 32. I will be gl d to have all my friends give me
their patronage.
Howard Brame, • Hopltinsville. Hy.
wiriee'te- zee;
ESA. HOURS REV. J. M. JONES
WITH THE ACME MILLS &
ELEVATOR COMPANY.
cute Mills hz, Elevator corn-
this city has secured the ser-
of Mr. Ross A. Rogers, who
'WEI have full charge of their mill
“A," situated on cur. 14th street and
-. L. AN. tracks.
, The New Era learns that this ar-
rangement will give Mr. Rogers
charge of the company's local busi•
seas, which we learn has grown to
such propotions as to render it
naosseary to have some one on the
floor of this mill at all times, that
the prompt strvice which the coni-
loode.: pony desires giving its patrons may,!
: if possible, be improved upon. Mr.
' Rogers has had large experience in
the milling business, and is in every
,.
way competent to handle the duties
to 'which he will be assigned when
ite takes charge which we under-
stand will be on next Monday the
Iltb.
We congratulate both the Acme
Mills it Elevator company and Mr.
Rogers upom tbie arrange•nent,
Whereby this already popular corn
pony bee succeeded in securing the
services of one so thoroughly com-
petent as Mr. Rogers, and we are
satisfied the same will prove both
pleasant and profitable to all con-
tamed.
The girl is the mother of the wom-
an just as "the boy is the father of
the man." The period when the
Womanly functions begin is one to
be carefully watched and coesider-
ed. Irregularity or derangement at
Ibis time my be protustly met and
eared by the use of Dr. Pierce's Fav-
orite Prescription. But neglected at
Ibis critical period may entail years
of future suffering. "Favorite Pre-
leriptlon" acts directly upon the
womanly crgans giving them perfect
vigor and abundant vitality. It re-
moves the obstruction to health and
ldippiness, and delivers womanhood
Atom the cruel bondage of "female
weakness."
"You pay the postage. Dr. Pierce
gives you the book The People's
Common Sense Medical Adviser,
1008 pages, 700 illustrations, is sent
free on receipt of stamps to defray
Wet of mailing only. Send 21 one-
mat stamps for the paper bound
beak, or 31 stamps for cloth bound.





Gov. Beckham has announced the
appointment of the following mem-
bers of the state board of equaliza-
tion for this year: First Appellate
district, Fienry F. Oliver, of Fulton;
Second district, Ab. 0. Rhea, Rus-
sellville; Third district, F. J. Camp-
bell, of Somerset; Fourth district,
Dr. J. P. Steeunien, of Louisville;
Fifth district, M. J. Meader, of
Franklin; Sixth district, Rolla T.
H&C:, of Fleming; Seventh ,district,
Heory Cox, of \iv est Liberty.
This board will meet at the capital
ea Feb. 28, the meeting having been
postponed to that date because of
the failure of county officials to send
in recapituletion books.
TO Dill. C. DIXON
INVITATION TO CONDUCT
REVIVAL EXTENDED.
At a meeting of the Pastors' asso-
ciation it was decided to write Dr.
A. C. Dixon, of Boston, Mass., to
con-met a union revival in the taber-
peel, here in the coming autumn.
By previous corrampondence the
association had been assured that
Dr. Dixon could be had for such
meetings. The pastors count them-
selves very fortunate in the opportu-
nity to secure such a man and the
whale community will be indebted
Is 11114400 if h• shall as they expect
NOW tboW IsSIOsellisi.
TAKES ISSUES WITH GEN.
NELSON A. MILES.
He Claims Davis Himself
Had Called Officer a Mis-
erable Brute.
In a statement issued concerning
the recent discussion of the itnpris-
ontnent of Jefferson Davis at Fort-
ress Monroe in 1865-1866, Gen. Nel-
son A. Miles says:
"The matter has been agitated at
different periods during the last for-
ty years but never before has it been
discussed in the halls of congress.
"As far as my official action is con-
cerned it was directed by the highest
authority; it received the approval
and has never been questioned by
my superiors or the government. I
nave no apology to offer of any kind
to any person. The charge that the
acts of the higher officials of the gov-
eroment or myself was prompted for
the purpose of humilating Mr. Davis
or the people who associated and
sympathized with him is as puerile
as it is utterly untrue.
"It is to be regretted that the high
officials, President Johnson, Swore
taries Stanton and Dana, Judge Ad
vocate General Holt and Major Gen-
eral Halleck are not living in order
that they might answer the videos
vituperation by which their names
are now assailed. Still I am sure
that they acted in good faith, and, as
they believed, for the nest interests
af the country upon the information
then in their possession and the con-
dition of the country at that time."
The Rev. J. Willinm Jones, chap-
lain general of the United Confeder-
ate Veterans and father of the Rev.
Dr. Carter Helm Jones, ef Louisville,
and Rev. E. Pondieton Jones, of Vir-
ginia, and who was a clese friend of
Jefferson Davis, is out in a statement
denying the correctness of the recol-
lections of Gen. Miles and says that
Gen. Miles was never directed to iron
Mr. Davis, but only empowered to
do so if it seemeu neceseare . He
also points out that Secretary of War
Stanton reproved Gen. Miles for fet-
tering his prisoner. and ordered him
to remove the irons.
Gen. Miles, says the Confederate
chaplain further on, can scarcely
have letters from Mrs. Davis thank-
ing him for his kindness to her hus-
band, since in her book on ?resident
Davis one chapter is headed. "The
Tortures Inflicted by Gen. Miles."
To clinch the whole matter Dr.
Jones says:
"I will now briefly introduce one
witness whose testimony is unim-
peachable—I mean Mr Davis him-
self. I chanced to be at Beauvoir
Just after he had sent to the North
American Review a paper on The
Treatment of Prisoners' during the
war between tiro states, in which he
had a paragraph which scorched
Nelson A. Miles in that severe man-
ner of which President Davis was so
capable when aroused. He told me
that the editor, who was a friend of
Miles, had written him that he could
not publish the paper unless that
paragraph was omitted.
"Rising from his seat, his eyes
flashing fire, and showing more feel-
ing than I ever saw in him upon any
other occasion, he said: 'I wrote
back that this paragraph should not
be altered by the dotting of an i or
the crossing of a t, for I was determ-
ined to hand down that miserable
brute Miles to immortal infamy.' "
The Pneumonia Season.
Coughs and colds in children as well
as adults are frequently dangerous
at this season of the year, and a little
precaution now may save much
trouble, worry and expense, Ken-
nedy's Laxative Honey and Tar, a
combined cough and cold cure—a
new scientific discovery in medicine
—is a certain cure for coughs, colds,
croup, whooping cough, etc. The
coughs and colds are cleared out of
the system by gently moving the
bowels, and at the same time the
throat, chest, lungs and bronchial
tubes are so strengthened that there
is little probability of danger. Ken-
nedy's Laxative Honey and Tar is
pleasant to take. Contains no opi-
ates. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
-411•••••••
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Perhaps you like your gray hair; then keep it. Perhaps not;
then remember—Hall's Hair Renewer always restores color to






As an extra inducement to secure new subscrib-









April 1, 1905) 
Weekly New Era
and Daily Louisville Herald
one year for $2.50 [except Sunday]
Weekly New Era,
Twice-a-Week St. Louis Republic
and Farm Progress
One year for $ I 50 Three pa] era.
Weekly New Era
and Daily Nashville American




and Weekly Nashville American
One year for $ I .20
Weekly New Era
and Tri-VV eeltly New York World
One year for $ I .50
Weekly New Era
and Weekly Cincinnati Enquirer
One year forl I .50
Weekly New Ella
and Daily Louisville Post
This oiler includes a 6 page
One year for $3 50 Wall At• las with maps ofworld, etc. 
Weekly New Era
and Farmers Home Journal
One year for $ 
I 
75 New subscribBrs only
Weekly New Era
and Mr. Bryan's paper The Commoner
One year for $ I .60
Weekly New Era and
Semi-Monthly Southern Agriculturist
One year for $1.15
Weekly New Era
and NeW YorK Tribune Farmer




Qne year for $6.40 [Except Sunday]
IF' you don't find what you want in this list we willbe pleased to quote you lowest club prices on any newspaper,
magazine or other periodical published in the United States.
The Weekly New Era has been enlarged and now contains from
ten to sixteen pages each week brimful of the latest and most au-
thentic news. All important items published in the Daily appear
also in the Weekly, thus giving a complete telegraphic as well as




In sending remittances DO NOT SEND STAMPS.
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'HIGH SCHOOL BOIS [wBetiterigfitilliQ
TO PARTICIPATE IN INAU-
GURAL CEREMONIES.
Stanley Bassett Will Repre-
sent Hopkinsville—Named
by the Governor.
Li compliance with a request from
Chairman Chas. I. Clark and John
Speed Smith, of the Subcommittee
on State Representation of High
Schools, of the National Inaugural
Committee at Washington, Gov.
Beckham will name ten young men,
representatives of as many high
schools of the cities of tne state of
Kentucky, to represent the state in
the inaugural ceremonies in March
next, and to march in the inaugural
parade, the purpose of the subcom-
mittee is to introduce a new educa-
tional feature in the inaugural cere-
monies b ehaving in the parade rep-
resentatives from high schools of
each of the several states.
The governor has selected seven
of the young men, all of whom have
signified their intention of attending,
and will shortly name the remaining
three of the Kentucky delegation.
He was requested at first to name
only five goung men, but found so
many who were desirous of attend-
ing under such circumstances that
he asked to have the allotment to
the state increased. This was done
through Mr. Smith, who is a Ken-
tuckian.
The high school boys named by the
governor as Kentucky's delegation
are: Curran S. Benton, of Winchee-
ter; Edward Abbett, of Frankfort;
Hugh S. Gardner, of Elizabethtown;
Jas. Stanley Bassett, of Hopkins-
vile; Frank T. Wells, of Bardstown;
Benjamin Wadele, of Somerset, and
Henry Cave, of Paducah. The
Louisville High School will have a
representative, who has not yet been
named.
--wall.. • • • Is •
Stops Buying.
N. A. Barnett, of Hopi: insville,
who has 'een at Murray, Ky., for
several months buying tobacco, was
in Paducah this morning on his way
home. Mr. Barnett has been pur
chasing for the Italian government,
which has stopped buying tobacco
in this section temporarily, so he





The Twice-a-Week Republic, of St.
Louis, the best semiweekly newspa-
per in the country, and Firm Pro-
gress,A merica's leading Agricultural
and home monthly, will be sent to
any address, or to separate addresses
!when so requested, for $ 1 a year.
i The Twirei a Week Republic for
l near a centniy has earned and ins in-
terned the confidence of half a mill-
ion readers. It covers the news of
the world thoroughly and accurately
and issues special state edit ions,exch
containing the latest and most relia-
ble reports of the particular locality
in which it circulates. Its special
departments are edited by experts,
and its artists and contributors are
among the best in the country. It is
published every Tuesday and Thurs-
day—eight pages each issue, sixteen
pages a week.
Farm Progress, issued on the first
Thursday of every month, contains
sixteen pages or more full, standard
size newspaper pages, filled with up-
todate farm literature, and special
departments for the home, fashions,
boys and girls, fiction. etc. It is pub-
lished by The Republic—a guarantee
of its excellect and high character.
It will pay yeti to take advantage
of this special offer now. Use this
ORDER BLANK
The Republic, St. Louis. Mo:
Inclosed find $1 for which send The
Twice-a-Week Republic and Farm
Progress one year to
Name, 
P.O R. F. D 
No  State 
NOTE—If you want only the
Twice-a-Week Republic the price is
950 a year. The price of Farm Pro-
mos alone is loe year. wit
Why is it Better? Because It makes the
clothes whiter and cleaner. Because you sae*
half in cost—a Se pack age makes a FULL
QUART. You pay ten cents for as much
of other Bluing. Try it Get it To- DaYI
Sold by all grocers. Ant fpr it; take no other.
Pull Sample package by mail, 3 cents.







Hear Sermons and Conver•
sign* Were Numerous.
(Special to New Era,)
LOUISVILLE, Feb. 12.—Electric
with religious fervor, Louisville was
seized yesterday with the spirit of
the crusaders. At stratetioal points
througt.out the city great union
meetings were held, to which the
citizens flocked in such numbers that
at more than one of them many had
to be turned away.
No legit than 20,000 people succeed-
ed in getting within the sacred walls,
church people and outsiders together,
religlousand non-religious, the for-
mer fired with the determination to
march with the cohorts of the cross
on the will entienched forces of sin,
and•the latter in many cases touched.
by their tire to the melting point and
brought Over to the side of Christ in
complete surrender. There were de-
sertions Prom Satan's army all along
the line. •
After en almost resistless attack at
the Masenic Theater meeting a big
break was made in the enemy's line
and 150 Men came over unreservedly .
into the Christian camp. Surrenders
of smaller detachments were made
in many other mee!ings.
The total number of acquisitions
to the arietian forces through yes-
terdays attack on the ramparts of
, sin will jeach a total of more than
300.
1 Last night, at the close of the first
day of the campaign, evangelists,
pastors and citurcn workers were en-
thusiastic over this initial victory.
As repoits were received at head-
quarters from each of the division
commanders the outlook became
brighter arid more encouraging for
an ad visece movement that bids Lair
to show tei•ults suc'l as the Christian
churche of this city have never be-
fore kno re
"This y'ear, 19J5,"eaid a clergyman
yesterdirly, "is to be known in Chris-
Van histtiry as A great revival year;
perhaps the greatest since the days
of the N1Vesleys. This is true; not
only of Ithe United States, where
powerfull concerted movements are
or have been under way in a number
of thelarger cities, but also in Eng-
and Vale, from which countries re-
ports are coming of an almost unpre-
cedented religious &wale- ring."
Louisv lle, at the heat. in all good
things, i taking her place with Lon-
e',
don, Biretinghain and Wale iu the.,
ardor with which her church people
are entering upon this latter ,day
crusade. The results of the opening
day of thie campaign are such as to
leave no doubt of its ultimate sue—
Cells.
wit Not Smoke.
Notice, has been issued at Annapo-
lis that naval cadets of other than
the first class who are caught smok-
ing will be dismissed.
Another "Oldest Man."
Aleaseder Ferguson died at his
home stAlexandrts, Ind., at the age
of lit yenre. Be bad resided in Ow
United *ates one hundred yearn,
CHRONIC
sORE
Wheeling, W. Va., May 28, 1903.
Some years ago while at work, I fell
over a truck and severely injured both
isf my shins. AI v blood became poisoned
as a result, and the doctor told we I
would have running sores for life, and
that if they were healed up the result
would be fatal. Under this discouraging
report I left off their treatment and re-
sorted to the use of S. S. S. Its effect,
were prompt and gratifying. It took
only a short while for the medicine to en-
tirely cure up the sores, and I am not
dead as the doctors intimated, nor have
the sores ever broke out again. Some 12
years have elapsed since what I have de-
scribed occurred. II av iu g been so signally
benefitted by its use I can heartily recom-
mend it as the one great blood purifier.
JOHN W. FiliNDI&
Care Schmnlback Brewing Co.
Chronic sores start often from a pim-
ple, scratch, bruise or boil, and while
salves, washes and powders are beneficial,
the unhealthy matter in the blood most
be driven out or the sore will continue
to eat and spread. S. S. S. reaches
these old sores through the blood, re-
moves all impurities and poisons, builds
up the entire system and strengthens
the circulation. S. S. S. is a blood
purifier and tonic combined. Contains
no mineral what-
ever but is guaran-
teed purely veget-
able. If you have
an old sore write




of the Blood free.




Venerable M. A. Carrott's
Demise Comes As Shock
To Many Friends.
(Special to Now Era.)
PEMBROKE, Ky., Feb. 11
death which greatly shocked and
caused general sorrow in the Pam-
beoke community was that of M. A.
Garrott who died very suddenly last
nigitt at 12:40 o'clock of heart failure.
Mr. Garrott WAS OHO Of the, oldest
and moat prominent citizens, being
seventy-three years of age. Not-
withstanding his advanced age he
was bale and hearty and yesterday
seemed to be in his usual good health.
About five minutes before he died he
sat up in bed and complained of feel-
ing ill, and a few minutes later ex.
Wed. lie Was one of the most in-
fluential men of the neighborhood
and had been identified cltieely with
ite business intereets. H s was a de-
vout member of the &ileum Baptist
eburoli. Three sons, J. J.,IWalker
and Clifton Garrott, and two daugh-
ters survive him. Funeral arrange-
ments have not yet been complet-
TOBACCO TRUST
A. IL Cardner Co.. to Con-
fer With Attorney Comm!.
Hon. A. E. Garner is in Wisahing-
ten, D. C whither he was called by
United States Attorney General
Moody for a conference relative to
h. tobacco trust's operations in this
district, says the Springfield Heald.
It will be remembered that sometime
ago Mr. Garner was appointed Spe-
cial Assistant United States Dis-
triet Attorney for the purpose of aid-
ing in finding out and prosecuting
this salt-same trust. Since his ap-
pointment Mr. Garner has been
very active anI vigorous in his re-
seareh for evidence and it Is ex-
pected he will have some startling
revelations to make to Mr. Moody.
The outcome of his visit to Wash-
ington la being watched with a deal
of local laterest.
All persons knowing themselves
Indebted to the estate of Alio. H.
Ebling, deceased are hereby notified
to settle same on or before April 1st,
1106; and all persons holding legal
elaime against the estate of said de-
ceased are hereby notified to file
same with me, properly proved, OD
or before !aid, date.
W.T. Davis, Admr.








(Special to New Era.)
FRANKFORT, Ky., Feb. H.—The
wrangle in the First Regiment. Ken-
tucky state guards ie brought to a
head by issuance of orders from Gov.
Beckham, through Adjt. Gen. Hely,
directing a court martial of Major
H. Watson Lindsey, and Capts.
Clarence L. Grinstead, Dan Carroll
and Shirley H. Crawford.
Disloyalty and insubordination to
superior officers is the general charge.
The court's finding is against all
the accused officers except one, and
recommends is court-martial to try
the offenders. The court 'describes
the conduct of the officers as "little
less than open mutiny.' The find-
ing was approved by the governor
and orders were issued detaching the
officers from their commands pond
lug the trial.
Policeman Resigns.
Officer George Walker resigued his
position on the local police force this
morning. His resignation takes ef-
fect at once. Mr. Walker resigned
entirely of his own accord. He had
been a member of the police force
since January a year ago, and had
also served in the same capacity be-
fore. During the entire time he
served the city as a suardiaa of the
peace he has been regardeia as one of
the most zealous and efficient officers
and ha; made a number of difficult
and important arrests. He will re-
sume work at his trade of carpenter.
W. H. Nixon has been appointed to




John Young Owsley has returned
from a successful trip in the interest
of the J. I Case compae-
John B. Trice, Jr., left today for
Kansas City where he will remain
several weeks.
Rev. B. F. Hyde, of Hopkinsville,
was in the city yesterday en route to
Smith's Mill.—Henderson Gleaner.
Mrs. Rebecca Latham and Misses
Edith Boul ware and Jennie Glass
have returned from Hot Springs.
Mrs. John Garnett and child, of
Bell, are visiting the family of John
W. Richards.
(From Saturday's Daily)
Mime Mattie May Milliken, of Lou-
isville, will atrise in the city tonight
to visit her grandmother, Mrs. M. J
Underwood, at Mrs. Jehti Brasher's
On Campbell street.
Mrs. James O. Cook, of Hopkins-
%dile, is Mrs. W. J. Glover's pleasant
visitor oh i McNary avenue.... 1. A.
Broome and wife left Weemitelay for
Nashville, where Mrs. lirootne wi'l
visit her father and inether, while
her husband will go to Florida. Mr
Broome was conductor on the Hop-
kineville division for some time, but
It got too cold for him and he testi/m-
ei to go south.—Priceton Banner.
Mrs. M. T. Bartley and little
daughter are visiting Mrs. M. A.
Meacham, at Gracey.
J. L. Long. of Hopkinsville, was in
the city yesterday....Miss Florence
Elgin went to Hopkinsville Wednes-
day.—Madisonville Hustler.
N. A. Barnett, of Murray, is visit-
ing his family.
T. W. Morris and L. H. Davis left
last night for Louisville and Lexing-
ton.
L.Yontz spent yesterday ii, Evans-
ville on business.
Will Probated.
The will of the late William R.
Oates, of Barnes, was probated Sat-
uadoy. He leaves his entire estate
to his daughter, Mrs. Ida B. Sim-
mons and Mrs. M. M. Foster. Each
declined to qualify as executrix, and
D. E. Foster was appointed adminis-
r*ater, with J. R. Efiser and Jamesset as sureties.
7.,-et.:IMPEACHMENT PROCEEDINGS








HAD FALLEN INTO A FIRE
PLACE.
Col. Wooiey, Nestor of Lou-
isville Bar, Passes Away.--
Necrological Notes.
(From Saturday's Daily)
George W. Petzer, one of the old-
est and best known citizens of the
Carl vicinity in • North Christian,
died Wednesday. He had been in-
capacitated by the infirmities of age
for some time, and several days ago
tie fell from his chair into the fire
place. He wes rescued before he
bad been badly burned but the shock
of the accident resulted in his death.
He was eighty years of age and
leaves several sons and daughters.
The funeral took place Thursday.
COL. WOOLEY DEAD.
Col. Robert W. Wooley, the nestor
of the Louisville bar and a promi-
nent figure in Kentucky life for more
than half a century, died yesterday
of bronchial pneumonia. He was a
candidate for attorney general of the
state just before tile war, and was
secretary of the American embassy
at Madrid. He served on the staff
of Gen. Buckner during the war and
became conspicuous because of an
open letter he wrote severely criti-
cising Gen. Bragg. For this he was
repritnanded by President Jefferson
Davis. He lived iu Cincinnati for a
few years after the war and then re-
moved to Louisville. He expended
as large portion of his life and fortune
In fighting tax suite instituted by the
city, it being a part of his coos to
pay state taxes and deny the claims
of the city. At hie best, he was re-
garded as one of the ablest lawyers
in Kentucky.
MRS. EMELINE PUTMAN.
Mrs. Etneline Putman died at Hop-
kinsville at the asylum Wednesday
night and her remains were taken to
Concord church graveyard, near
White Plains. She was the mother
of quite a large family of boys. She
had been at the asylum for only six
weeks The family have the sympa-
thy of the communtty.—Matilsonville
H ostler.
MATT FERGUSON.
The remains of Me. Matt Ferguson,
3011 of Mr. Henry Ferguson, a well
known farmer of this county, who
died in Hopkineville Wednesday
night arrived iu this city last night
at 10:30 o'clock. They were taken
to the Drake's Creek ohurch this
morning, where the funeral services
took place and the interment follow
ed in the Drake's Creek churchyard.
—Bowling Green News.
MRS. ANNIE SHRYER.
Mrs. Annie Shryer died at her
borne in Nashville Wednesday from
an operation, aged forty-four years.
She was a member of the Methodist
church and was a daughter of J. J.
Smith, of Gracey, where she formerly
lived. The interment was in Nash-
ville Thursday.
WANTED—Lady or gentleman of
fair education to travel for a firm of
$260,000 eapital. Salary $1,072 per
year and expenses; paid weekly.
Address, with stamp, Jos. A. Alex-
ander, Hopkinsville, KY. w2t
-
FOLLIMIONffiesThit
Owes Saida Prevents Pasemeals
A UNITED STATES JUDGE WHOSE IMPEACHMENT HAS BEEN
DEMANDED.
(Special to New Era)
WASHINGTON, Feb. 11.—The
senate heard the first witness called
in connection with the impeachment
proceedings against Judge Swayne,
of Florida, and thus entered upon
the real work of the trial. The state-
ment of the case on behalf of the
house was made by Manager Palmer
who went over the various charges
against Judge Swayne, and said it
Was the expectation of the manage.rs
that ell of them would be proven
The witnesses heard testified on
earning hotel bills paid by J dge
Swayne while holding court in
Texas.
he Strength
of the coffee you buy adds to Ito
value in the cup.
Lion Coffee
comes to you fresh and of full
strength, always in sealed, air-dght
packages. Bulk coffees lose their
strength, deteriorate in flavor, and
also gather dirt.
ep
peWarattarniaa, Osaka.. sad tall Anna&are Mowed arra et 1.len Coffee.
WeaK
Hearts
Are due to Indigestion. Ninety-nine of emery-414
one hundred people who have heart trouble
can remember when it was simple indigo.-
tIon. It 13 a scientific fact that all cues
heart disease, not organic, are not only
traceable to, but are the direct result of Indi-
gestion. All food taken into the stoma
which fails of perfect digestion ferments and
swells the stomach, puffing It up against the
heart. This interferes with the action of
the heart, and In the course of time that
delicate but vital organ becomes diseased.
Mr. D. Kimble. of Nevada, 0.. bays: I had atoms*trouble and was In • bad state.. I had heart tremblewith it. I took Kodol Dyspepsia Cure ler about emer
:moths and it cured me,
Kodol Digests What You tat
and relieves the stomach of all nervous
strain and the heart of all pressure.
Bottles only. $1.00 Size holding 241 times this Wei
atm, which and. for 50e.
Prepared by E. 0. DeWITT a 00.. OPIKAaem
WANTED, 100,000‘
MINK
The senate decided to devote the and
time between 2 and 6 o'clock elect) SKITNK R1 IN
day to the Swayne inquiry. Ju ge And other raw furs at extremely bilge
prices. Address









• We don't want to get lonesome this
bad weather, which we always do
when you do not come to see us, so
we ofter you now an inducement to
bring you to our store over sleetand
snow. Mr. Pepper wants to see you
in our Stove and. China Department
very much and this offer ought to
bring you:
Until March 1st we will give y u a TEN PER
CENT CUT in the price of al Heating and
Cooking Stoves, and all Ranges except the
Majestic. All goods marked in plain figures.
....Also TEN PER CENT CUT in China, Tin
Ware, Cut Glass and Bric-a-Brac.
..10P
Considering we alway2 mark our
goods close,this reduction gets them
down to where they will slip out
slick as sleet. It means from 435.00
to $700 on some sets of China and
from $3.00 to $4 00 on some stoves















Mid Many Remedies Failed
to do a Cent's Worth
01 Good
"I Ilett• troubled with sore hands, s
o
Sore that when I would put t
hem in
water the pain would nearly set 
me
crazy, the skin would peel off and 
the
fiesh would get hard and break. The
re
would be blood flowing from at least
fifty places on each baud. Words cou
ld
- never tell the suffering I 
endured for
three years. I tried everything, 
but
could get no relief. I tried at le
ast
eight different doctors, but none did
me any good, as my hands were
 as bad
when I got through doctoring as wh
en
I began. I also tried many 
remedies,
but none of them ever did me o
ne
out's worth of good. I was disco
ur-
aged and heart-sore. I would feel 
so
bad mornings, to think 1 had to go
 to
work and stand the pain for ten 
hours,
I often felt like giving up nty 
position.
Before I started to work I wou
ld
have to wrap every finger u
p sep-
arately. so as to try and keep them
soft, and then wear gloves over t
he
rags to keep the grease from 
getting
on my work. At night I would ha
ve
to wear glove.; in fact, I had t
o wear
gloves all the time. But thanks 
to
Claticura, that is all over now.
CURED FOR 50c.
"After doctoring for three years,
and spending &itch money,
 a 50c.
box of Cuticura Ointment ended 
all
my sufferings. It's been two years
Idace I used any, and I don't kn
ow
what sore hands are now, and never
lost a day's work while using Cnti-
arra Ointpient."
THOMAS A. CLANCY,
azo N. Montgomery alt., Treuton, 
N.J.
laid throughout the world. Cutleure Resolv
ent, Sae.
ssne of Chocolate Cowed Me re. per vial of es
50e., Soap, 21e. Putter Drug It Chun. Coo,
Proprietors.
for The Greet Skin Doak..
KILLTHs COUCH
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sense or Taste and smen.1 Large size 60c
at druggists or by mall. Trial size 10 cents
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AFTER FORTY YEARS
DRAFT OF 1863 IS DE-
CLARED ILLEGAL.
Chances Good For Money
to Be Paid Out In
Kentucky.
Nature's Great Invention
On or ab iut the first of February, 
on de banks ob de AmazOn, far away, faraway,
18433, President Lincoln ordered a
'raft of of 500,000 men ill the United
States. Kentucky had been pretty
liberal in sending volunteers to the
army and thousands were still going.
and for this and other reasons the
draft was not enforced until 1864.
Now, after a period of forty years,
the court of claims of the United
States has declared the draft not le-
gal on the ground that Kentucky
had already furnished her quota.
The chances are good for a large
amount of money to be returned to ,
some of the older citizens and heirs
of others, as each one drafted was re-
leased from service in the army on
the payment of 000. If this amount
together with accrued interest is now
returned to each one who preferred
paying to service in the army it will
amount to more than a thousand
dollars in eacl_ Case. If this money
is returned it will be the means of
bringing sunshine into many nesdy
homes in many counties in this end
of Kentucky.
Itch—Ringworm.
E. T. Lucas. Wing°, Ky., writes
April 25th, 19D2: "For 10 to 12 years
I had been afflicted with a malady
known as the 'itch.' The itching was
moat unbearable; I had tried for
years to flud relief, having tried all
remedies I could hear of, besides a
number of doctors. I wish to state
chat one single application of Bal-
lard's Snow Liniment cuied me com-
pletely and permanently. Since then
have used the liniment on two sep-
arate occasions for ring worm and it
cured completely. 25c, 60 and $1.00
bottle. Sold by Ray it Fowler and L.
L Elgin.
• Fraud.
A fraud order has been issued by
the Postoffice Department against
the Kentucky Distilling Company,
of Covington. The company has
been offering to send fnur quarts of
ten-year-old whisky and one quart
of fifteen-year-old whisky for $2 80,
the fifteen-year-old variety being
"moonshine," which was alleged to
have been discovered by accident.
Whir Dr. Green gits August Flowers to di.
Ah picked dose flowers in August in ole Br
azil,
An' aldo' l'se a Yankee, ah longs to be dar stilL
411Angust Flower is the only medicine
(free from alcoholic stimulants) that has
been successful in keeping the entire
thirty-two feet of digestive apparatus in a
normal condition, and assisting nature's
processes of digestion, separation and ab-
sorption—for building and re-building—
by preventing ALL irregular or unnatural
causes which interrupt healthy and per-
fect natural processes and result in intes-
tinal indigestion, catarrhal affections
(causing appendicitis—stoppage of the
gall duct), fermentation of unhealthy
foods, nervous dyspepsia, headache, con-
stipation and other complaints, such as
colic, biliousness1 jaundice, etc.
qAugnst Flower is nature's intended reg-
ulator. Two sizes, 25c, 75c. All druggists.
For sale by Cook & Higgins
CREAMERY BURNED
AT THE DAIRY OF W. L.
CORE.
(From Friday's Daily.)
The creamery of the dairy of W.
L. Gore located oil his farm near the
city on the Canton pike was entirely
i consumed by fire this morning about
8 o'clock. The building caught in
!borne manner froun a stove and the
blaie had gained such healway
when discovered that it could not be
saved. It was a two room building
and the contents of one room were
saved but everything in the room
where the fire originated was de-
stroyed. In th4s room was some of
the dairy outfit, harness, saddle, bot-
tles eta. The loss will amount to
!several hundred dollars and it is not
known whether there is any insur-
ance on it or not.
Deserved Popularity.
To cure constipation and liver trou-
bles by gently moving the bowels
and acting as a tonic to the liver,
take Little Early Risers. These fa-
mous little tills are mild, pie/want
and hartnless, hut effective and sure.
Their universal Use for many years
is a strong guarantee of their popu
larity and usefulness. Sold by R. C
Hardwick. •FIREARMS cluiliE.1 Postmaster's Salary.
When a postmaster is caught Ili-
Mr.fiatg the receipts of his alien in or-W. B. Kennedy, the tobacoon-
der to increase his salary, he is made
ist, has returned from a trip east,
to refund in Cases where the depart-
and on his way back sropped over at
on merit has granted the increase and
Jackson, Breathitt county, Ky.,
later finds that the totals were not
business. He found that he was an
bona fide. In a decision rendered by
object of much curiosity, anti when
the controller of he treasury this
he went to the hotel everybody seen,-
practice of the department Is upheld,
ed to eye him. He attracted so inuoli
attention that after one mall who
rods a horse as fist es It mild go
and carried a brace of small cannons
had peered at him twice, he a*ked
small boy what sort of a curiosity he
was, and was told that he was none
in particular, only he was the first
stranger who had been in town in
about two weeks. The attention
daid him finally became so embar-
rassing that Mr. Kennedy asked for
a room, and retired to it In fear and
trembling. It was not much sleep
that he had that night, and he was
glad to be up before dawn the follow-
ing day ready to catch the train out
of Jackson, Mr. Kennedy lays that
he certainly never • saw in such a
short time bet re such a large and
varieu assortment of firearms.—Pa-
ducah Sun.
The Sunshine of Spring.
The salve that cures without a scar is
DeWitem Witch Harts! Salve. Cuts,
burns, boils, bruises and Piles disap-
pear before the use of this salve as
snow before the sunshine of spring.
Miss H. H. Middleton, Thebes, Ill.,
says: " I was seriously afflicted with
a fever sore that was very painful.
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve cured
me in less than a week." Get the
genuine. Sold by R C. Hardwick.
OnellIhmteCoughOurce
For coughs, colds and Crow
4111•19kalisassita....
much ro tile 1:n011141014m of the post,
otilee ultimate. About three years
ego the postmasters of Louisville and
I Idlanapolis demanded an Increase
of salary which was decimed upon
the ground that. their reeeipts had
been increased by local solicitation
in these cases. However, the post-
masters were not guilty of any im-
propriety themselves. The citizens
of the two cities went to work, and
made a red-hot canvass among the
business men for larger purchases of
stamps. The sales so increased as
to warrant an increase of $1,000 in
both easei, but after an iiivestlga-
tion the department declined to al-
low It because the increase was sim-
ply temporary and did not represent
a permanent growth of the business
of the two offices.
Many Children Are Sickly.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Children, used by Mother Gray, a
nurse in Children's Home, New
York, break up colds in 24 hocire,
cure feverishness, headache, stom-
ach troubles, teething disorders, and
destroy worms. At all druggists,
25 cents. __..Sauspleemalled free. Ad-
dress, Allen S. Olmstead. LeRoy, N'.
Y. 4w
Boars Zi .11.181 "V CS Tit.




Makes Kidneys emed Madder Right
SHOT IS EXPECTED] DR
. FE
idne
ANY MINUTE FROM LURK-
INC ASSASSIN.
covernor Beckham Will Be
Asked For Escort Of
Soldiers.
(Special to New Era)
LEXINGTON, Ky., Feb. H.—At-
torney B. F. Jouett, representing
Mrs. Arbrelia Marcum in her dam-
age suit against the Hargis family
and others, says that Governor Beck
barn would be asked for soldiers to
escort MeanFeltner to Jackson on
the 20th of this month to answer the
indictment for killing Jesse Fields.
Feltner is in constant fear of ,bodily
harm and refuses to sit near a win-
dow. After giving his depositions,
Feltner said yesterday:
"I have told the truth, but I know
I will be shot for it. I am going to
be killed, and mark what I tell you."
Give Your Stomach a Rest.
Your food n.aut be properly digested
and assimilated to be of aty value to
you. If yotir stomach is weak or
diseased take Kodol Dyspepsia Cure.
It digests what you eat and gives the
stomach a rest, enabling it to recu-
perate, take on new life and grow
strong again. Kodol cures sour
stomach, gas, bloating, heart palpi-
tation and all digestive disorders.
L. A. Soper, of Little Rock, Ky.,
writes us; "We feel that Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure deserves all the rec-
ommendation that can be given it, as
it saved the life of our little girl
when she was three years old. She
is now six and we have kept it for
her constantly, but of course she only
takes it now when any thing disa-
grees' with her," Sold by R. C.
Hardwick.
INDICTMENT QUASHED.
(Special to New Era.)
AN
Backache
ALSO BlitlEIES THE BLOOD.
Bout become discouraged. There is a curs for you. If neca-sary write Dr. Peassr.
Be has spent a ifvtlgoe curing Just such cubes as yours. All consul. atIons
NER S







Diseased Bladd r and Kidneys
for Twe ty Years.
Dr. M. M. Fenner, Fredonia, N. Y.
•
Dear Sir:--I have been troubled with 1 ler
bladder and kidneys for the last 20 maw
having doctored with many different physicians
in that time, with no results. I was told,t•
try a bottle of Dr. Fenner's Kidney MA
Backache Cure, which I did and with:his
the only medicine that ever gave me relief. I
am 71 years old and am in the best or
health today. I will heartily recommend Dr.
Fenner's Remedy to any one suffering hem
their bladder or kidneys. Besides it is not a
mean dose but pleasant to take.
HENRY ZU RR& WEBTE,
Muncie, Ind.
Bold by Druggists, 50c. and $1. Get Cook Book and Treatise a.
the Kidneys—FREE.


















CHICAGO, Feb. 11.—The indict-
ment charging Manager W. J. Da- 0
vie, of the Iroquois theater, with
manslaughter on account of the loss •
of life in the theater fire was quash-le
ed today by Judge George J. Ker-
sten. Judge Green, of Peoria, sat,.
with Judge Kersten in the case. The
indictment is quashed on the ground I
that the document falls to show any




IHupkinsville, Ky., June 7, 1901.
Dr. E. W. Hall, St. Louis, Mo.— HOPPER &KITCHENKITCHEN'S
READ THIS.
Dear Sir: I have sold your Texas
Wonder, Hall's Great Discovery, for
the past three years and from ex- 
,:•••••••••••••••••••••••••
parlance I can say I have never sold
any kidney and bladder remedy of
superior merits.
Most respectfully,




Don't forget the date
and the place to
buy them is
A TEXAS WONDER.
One small bottle of the Texas Won-
der, Hall's Great Disocvery, cures all
kidney and bladder troubles, re-
moves gravel, cures diabetes, semi-
nal emissions, weak and lame backs,
rheumatism and all Irregularities of
the kidneys and bladder In both men
and women; regulates bladder trou-
bles children. If not sold by your
druggist, it will be sent by mall on
receipt of $1. One small bottle is
two months' treatment and seldom
fails to perfect a cure. Dr. E. W.
Hall, solo manufacturer, P. 0. Box
629, St. Louis, Mo. Send for testi-
monials. Sold by druggists and
Thomas D. Armistead.
RELICIOUs FANATIC.
(Special to New Era.)
CHICAGO, Feb. 10. — Believing
that the millennium, was near, and
,that she had received a divine call to
offer herself as a sacrifice, Miss
Frances Wakeley poured oil on her
clothing and set herself on fire.
"No," she insisted,when neighbors
tried to wrap her in blankets, "the
Redeemer is coming and I want to
be ready. Don't stop me. You are
sinning not to allow me to die."
rihe died at the Englewood Union
hospital last night. She had brood-




Dr. Edwards, specialty eye,
ear, nose and throat. Teat made




ouisville and itiashville Railro
NORTH. SOUTH.
No 69 Bt Louis Express. 19.41 No 61 St Louis Expres
s 518.1
No 64 St Louis Fast Mail.. 10:90 p *No 68 Bt Louis Fart 
a le
No 99 Chicago and New No 98 Chicago an
d New
Orleans Limited 540 am Orleans Limited 11:01 a
n t
No 66 Hopkinsville Accom..8:46 p M No 66 ilopkinevill
e Aimona „ONO • lb
*Dm hot atop
Noe 69 and 64 connect at St LOUld for all points west.
No 61 connects at Guthrie for Mepaphis line pointo as fa
r south as
and foe Louisville, Cinolunatiand the east.
Nos. 68 and 65 make direut connection at Guthrie
 for Louisville, Oft
oinuati and all points north and east thereof. Noe 63
 and 56 also eons9111
for Memphis and way point..
No. 99 runs through ts Chicago and will not carry passe
ngers to polate_ -
south of Evansville, also carries through sleepers to 
St. Louis.
No. 98 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, Jacksonville, St
. Annetta*
sail Tampa, Fla, Also Pullman sleepers to NePer
 Orleans. Connecta al
Guthrie for points east and West. J. C. HOGE 'lig
Established 1064.
40.years successful record.
The Great Business Training
School of Louisville
offers the latest and best
metheds, and the most com-
plete course of study in
,tealkoll... p, Shorthand, voriewrit
ing and other branches
1 pertaining to
BUSINESS EDUCATION.
Able and experienced teachers.
School open the entire year.
Students may enter al any time
. EGANT CATALOGUE (FREg
E. J. WRIGHT, Pres.,
N. E. Cor. 21 and Walnut Ste
Louisville,' tv.
Tennessee Central R R
TIME TABLE. .
Effective Sunday June 5th.
TRAIN NO. 1. Paseenger—Dally.
Lv. Hopkinsville 9.16am
Ar. Clarksville... 7.19e. we
Ar. Ashland City 816 am
Ar. Nashville 9.16a m
TRAIN NO S. Dally—Passenger.
Lv. HopkInsville 4.16pin
Ar. Clarksville 618 p m
Ar. Ashland City 6:96p m
Ar. Nashville 7'80 p m
TRAINS ARRIVE At Hopkinsville
No. 4—Daily ll:lba.m4
No. 2—Daily 
Mixed Trains, Daily excepttEluttlilaY.
No. 40, arrives Hookinsville 4:00 pro
No 41,1eaves Hopittnaville 10:00a M





-filffice with E. S. Long, attorney,
1144biosvills„
;
.111ICEST IN WORLD BY GRAND MASTER
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
A large number of the members of
Green River Lodge No. 64, I. 0. 0. F.
were present in their lodge room last
night to meet D. L. Bailey, of Louis.
viii, the grand master of the order
Kentucky. His coming brought out
lots of his old (Hellas for it was in
Hopkinsville he received his start
into the grand lodge. His untiring
efforts and forcefol manner had en-
deared him to all, but until he filled
the Mee of grand master his great
ability had not been so clearly dem-
onstrated to the Odd Fellows of Ken-
tucky. He has visited a large num-
ber of lodges, giving,his advice and
suggestions and leaving them more
enthusiastic than before. Mr. Bailey
personally and in a most impressive
manner gave the charges etc. to Mr.
John Stites who was initiated into
the order. The degree team was at
its best and elicited the praise of the
grand master.
Mr. Bailey stated the total hurnber
of members of Kentucky was 18,884;
the amount of relief paid last year
$84,590.87; assets of Kentucky lodges
$877,329.78.
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Feb. 15—Lou-
isville stands first among the leaf to-
bacco markets of the world.
Anent the increase of this business
in 1904 as compared with 1903, it is
worthy of note that Louisville dur-
ing the past year succeeded in bring-
ing more leaf tobacco out of Padu-
cah, Hopkinsville, Mayfield and
Clarksville districts than ever be-
fore in the history of the industry in
this section. It is to many foreign
countries, as well as places nearer
home, that the Kentucky tobacco is
shipped. A splepdid illustration of
this is found In the fact that the
dark Kentucky leaf tobacco is con-
stantly Ending export to the United
Kingdom, France, Italy, Spain, Ger-
many, Holland. Belgium. and other
parts of Enrope, as well as Mexico,
Canada, South America, the West
Indies and over as far as Africa.
Some idea of the extent of the ex•
port of dark Kentucky tobacco to
these countries may be inferred,
says an millings, uy the fact that
out of over 68,000 hogsheads sold in
the Louisville market in ten mouths
last year all of it was Kentucky to-
bacco, and exported abroad besides
what is sold yearly in the Hopkins
villa market.
THOUGHT HER DEAD
(Special to New Era)
LEXINGTON, Ky., Feb. 15.—Na-
Man Harlow, arrested charged with
bigamy, was arraigned before Magis-
trate Oldham this morning. Harlow,
who is sixty, says the action against
him is spite work on the part of a
relative. He admits that be has two
wives living, but says when he mar-
ried the last time be believed his
other wife dead. His first wife, who
was Mahala Beckley,Shelby county,
died several years ago arid he then
married Dora Connelly, of Indiana.
He says sne left him two years ago
and, believing she was dead, he mar-
ried Martha Harlow, of Henry
county, the second wife returned
here several months ago and the last
Mn. Harlow returned to her home
in Henry county and since then tjar-
lew and his second wife have been
living together.
Fraud Exposed.
A few counterfeiters have lately
been making and trying to sell imita-
tions of Dr. King's New Discovery
for Consumption, Coughs and Colds,
and other mediciffes, tbereby de-
frauding the public. This is to warp
you to beware of such people, who
seek to profit through stealing the
reputation of remedies which have
been successfully curing disease for
over 36 years. A sure protection to
you is our name on the wrapper.
Look for it on all Dr. King's and
Bucklen's remedies as all others are
mere imitations. 11. E. 13UCKLEN





WINCHESTER. Ky., Feb. 14.—
The main building of the Kentucky
Wesleyan College was destroped by
Ire at an early hour this morning to-
gether with all its contents. The
loss is $06,000, with $26,004insurance.
Dies of Heart Failure.
Joe. Heberle, a prominent citizen
of Princeton, is dead. His death re-
sulted of heart failure. He came to
America from Germany thirty-four
years ago and fourteen years later
went to Princeton, where he has re-
sided ever since.
IN VAUDEVILLE—A report fri.m
New York says that former Governor
Robert L. Taylor, of Tennessee, will
appear in vaudeville at a Broadwsy
theater. His initial bow on the
stage is to be made on February 20.
This is said to be the first instance of
a governor of a state going into the ;
merry field of vaudeville entertain- .
mint. "Ot.r Bob," as he is known in
Tennessee, has made a great success
in a humorous lecturer and proba-
bly will he a star lu the theatrical
Armament if be sticks to it.
ROLETMIONETANTAR
01110verars% OW.• at. 0.40•••
SENATOR DEAD,
J. W. Clibert Passes Away
at Murray.
(Special to New Era.)
MURRAY, 1y., Feb. 14.—State
Senator J. W. Gilbert, one of the
most prominent peliticians and in-
fluential citizens in this region, died
today at his home in this city.
Meet in March.
James D. Wood, of Central City,
president of the State Federation of
Labor is in Louisville making ar-
rangements for the annual rne3ting
of the United Mine Workers of the
western district of Kentucky, which
will be held in that city the week
beginning March 7. Delegates from
the Mine Workers will meet the
operators, the obiect of the confer-
ence being to reach an agreement on
a scale of wages.
After Long Illness.
--
Rev. A. M. Coenen, a well known
Roman Catholic priest of the diocese
of Louisville, died yesterday at his
home at Earlington, where he had
been pastor of a church for several
years. Fattier Coenen had been ill
for a long time, and his death was
expected.
On Trial Again.
Garth Thompkins, the Madison-
ville negro who murdered James
Brame, a Christian county darkey,
about three years ago, and who about
two years ago was sentenced to be
hanged for the crime, but by a ruling
clothe court of appeals was given a
new trial, is now on trial in the Hop-
kins county arcult court. The testi-
mony for the commonwealth has
been completed and witnesses for
the defense are being heard The
killing was over a woman, while
Thornpk ins was drunk.
State Convention.
A great deal of interest is being
aroused in the state convention of
the Associated Charities, which will
meet Feb. 21-23, in Covington. A
number of persons prominent in char-
ity work in this and other states will
be present.
At the convention new plans of
work of interest to the state as a
whole will be considered, and at the
same time questions affecting Ken-
tucky cities will be taken up.
Among the reforms will be urged
the question of securing better quar-
ters for women and children confined
in the prisons. It is claimed the
present accommodations are little




The Sturgis News-Democrat says:
Mims Halide Ermine Rives, the Ken-
tucky novelist, is said to have been
paid a dollar a word for writing a
description of the Garden lf the
Gods. Pretty steep, considerin' that
one can buy a whole dictionary for
thirty cents.
•
HEARST AND SULLIVAN CALL EACH
OTHER "OUT OF THEIR NAMES.'
W. R. HKARST.
FELL OFF HAND CAR
Wheat Bronaugh, colored, is plain-
tiff in a suit for damages filed by his
attorney, R N. Lander, in the Chris-
tian circuit court against H. M. Dal-
ton and C. P. White. The amount
,rayed for is $2,500. It is alleged in
the petition that on April SO, 1904,
Bronaugh was working in a rock
quarry belonging to the defendants
near Princeton, Mo. He says he was
sent to Princeton on a hand car with
eleven other employes and while
"pumping" the car which was going
at a high rate of speed,he was thrown
off by its violent jerking and was
run over, his legs being broken and
his body bruised and !Dangled. He
claims that the defendants had not
properly protected him from .;
gers by accident. It is stated in the
petition that being unable to work
and having no means of support,
Bronaugh is an inmate of the poor
house.
COLDEST IN TENS
Not during the last six years has
the equal of the present cold weather
been experienced in the west.
The area of the cold wave extends
from Canada to the Gulf of Mexico
and from the Rocky Mountains to
the Atlantic. The line of zero weath-
er is about in the latitude of Mem-
phis, but all tlart ugh the South freez-
ing weather is reported. In the North
the mercury has registered anywhere
from zero to 45 degrees below, the
latter mark being scorod at Richland
Center, Wis.
Trains everywhere in the West are
from two to twelve hours late, and
b3cauee of the packing of the flue
snow in the cuts it is expected that
it will be several days befort the
roads are able to restore the schedule
time, even if the Weather moderates.
Although details are lacking, it is
estimated that about a score of peo-
ple have lost their lives, the majori-
ty of the fatalities being in the South
west, where distance between houses
and towns are great and shelter hard
to find.
The loss of cattle on the ranges,
particularly on those lying in the
northern part of the southern tier of
states, will be very heavy. W. E.
Bolton, secretary of the Oklahoma
Live Stock Association, declares that
the live stock losses in the present
cold weather will be the greatest
since the blizzard of 1896. He places
the number of head lost on the range
in Western Kansas, Western Okla-
homa and the Panhandle of Texas at
50,000 head. Further north, in Ne-
braska and the Dakotas and Mon-
tana, the stockmen are better pre-
pared to shelter their stock, their
cattle are better inured to cold, and
it is not expected that their losses
will be anything near as heavy as
those on the range further South.
Entitred to Pay.
Attorney General Ilts'ys rules that
members of the state railroad com-
mission are entitled to pay for ex-
expenses incurred in taking trips out
of the state to attend Interstate com-
merce commission meetings and
gatherings of officials of the several
states for railroad legislation.
TIRADE OF DENUNCIA-
TION IN THE HOUSE.
ATTACKS WERE BITTER
New Yorker Coes So Far As
To Charge Man-
slaughter.
(Special to New Era.)
WASHINGTON, Feb. 14 —Not in
recent years has the national house
of representatives witnessed such a
spectacle as it with Mr. Sullivan, of
Massachusetts, and William Ran-
dolph Heart, of New York, as the
central figures. Both indulged in
personalities of the gravest charac-
ter and so stirred the house as to
arouse among certain members a
feeling of the greatest indignation.
Mr. Sullivan heaped upon Mr. Hearst
a tirade of denunciation, while the
latter, by implication, charged Mr.
Sullivan with complicity in man-
slaughter.
The affair grew out of the 'recent
discussion of the freight rate ques-
tion in the bou4e, when Mr. Sullivan
inquired of Mr. Lamar, of Florida,
*to was favoring the Hearst bill,
why Mr. Resist did not defend his
own bill, this being followed by a
criticism of Mr. Sullivan in the New
York American and Journal.
Several appeals were made to
Speaker Cannon to cause the two
men to desist in their abvse of each
other. Speaker Cannon, however,
allowed them to proceed. Mr. Sulli-
van entirely concluded, but in the
case of Mr. Hearst, the Aieaker, on
reconsideration, noting the temper
of the house, decidedsthan an accu-
cation of homicide against a fellow-
member was not parliamentary be-
cause it was calculated to provoke
disorder and disturbances. Almost
immediately thereafter Mr. Hearst
took his seat, hurling defiance and
declaring that it would be his pride
to cor.tinue his hostility to individu-
ale such as he charged NI r.Sulliven to
be. lie then sprang a sensation
which threw the house intoan uprosr
He declared that John A. Sullivan
was one of two Sullivans who had
kept a saloon in Boston, where a
murder was committed and that the
two Sullivans were indicted for man-
slaughter. "I would like to ask the
gentleman (rem Massachusetts,"
calmly inquired Mr. Heart, "what
he knows about that incident."
OPEN SELECTED
At a special meeting of the city
comicil which was held in the coun-
chamber last night. Amos Hayden
was electeci a member of the police
force to succeed George Walker who
resigned his position Saturday to
return to his trade as a carpenter.
Mr. Haydon has had several years
experience as a special officer and
physically as well as by training is
well qualified for the place. He has
recently been connected with the
special service of the L. it N. rail.
road. He is about twenty-five years
of age.
Mayor Henry believes lie will
make a model officer.
Officers M. W. Davis and J. E.
Ricketts have a lay-off and R. H.




This morning the West Kentucky
Asylum for the Insane, at Hopkins-
ville, filed a petition le circuit court
against Lizzie Leonard, committee
for Mary Kramer, asking for an al-
leged debt of $1,580 for board for her
charge.
,The Kramer woman was adjudged
a lutiatii and sent to the asylum. It
developed that she owned property
and the state is trying to make her
committee pay for her board and
treatment, A similar suit was dis-





I have jut sec9ived my New Dress Goodsin the new shades and weaves.
Silk Anlean.  and
CI-evels. Del, Mahairs
Mix LustIrs, Brilliantine. 
Batist, Silk Lusters, 
Al 1 o a Pretty
Line of New, Silk for 
&..  • Suits and Waists • •
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Co., Roanolie, Va.,who are Knownas the leading seflers of all mildsmoking tobaccoes for either pipeor cigarette, and is now on sale atthe following places:
L L Elgin  DruggistJ K Twyman GroceriesJ M Yancey  GroceriesP J Breslin ConfectionsRay & Fowler DruggistsChas Datillo  FruitsT J Vowell . 
Cook & Higgins\, 







eb ,....Picadi4 5c 
Cigar,..,.eI\ They have an aroma that floats.
r7 You'll Like 'Ent!
Archie Higgins. Maker.
Wok
Torn* Tate Is ill at his home on
West Seventh street.
Mrs. M. C. Long, who has been lit
for some time is much worse.
Mr. J. F. Danforth has been con-
fined to his tome for several days by
grip.
Mr. Sam Adcock is confined to his
home with fever.
Miss Willie Cayce is very sick at
her home on East Seventh St.
Mei. J. . Branham is ill at the
boarding 110Ulle of Mrs. W. M. Hill.
The many friends of Mrs. Sarah
J. Dolton, who has been for some
days been exceedingly 111 at her
home on East Seventh street, will
be glad to know that her condition
Is somewhat Improved today.
The numerous friends of Mr. John
Ferguson will learn with regret of
his seri-us sickness at his home on
East 19th street. He is suffering
AO. from an attack of typhoid fever, and




-We have had a very unwelcome
visitor in the community for several
weeks in the form of zero weather,
which lingers with us still, and its
*hilly presence is felt by every man,
woman and child. However, this
visitor, no matter how unwelcome,
makes us love our "firesides" dearly.
—Mr. Ulysses Goode and Miss Ora
Pearl King were married Sunday
night at the residence of Mr. Chas.
• White, an uncle of the bride, with,
whom she had been living for more
than a year. The ceremony was im-
pressively performed by the Rev. B.
F. H3 de. Beet wishes to them for a
long life of unalloyed happiness and
prosperity
—Mrs. Minnie King will teach a
subscription school at her home this
spring, beginning about the first of
March.
--Mrs. J. G. Yancey and Mrs. S. T.
Myers are on the sick list.
—Miss Lens Foster has returned
to her home in South Christian after
spending several weeks with the
family of her aunt, Mrs. Ida Sim-




(Special to New Era.)
WASHINGTON, D. C., Feb. 16.—
President Roosevelt today ordered
Commissioner or Corporations James
H. Garfield to investigate the oil
trust.
Congressman David H. Smith was
taken suddenly ill today. The phy-
sician pronounced his case; acute
rheumatism. He is suffering in-
tensely.
Could Not Agree.
A telegram received yesterday by
relatives in the city stated that the
trial of Will Dean had been conclud-
ed at Rochester, N. V. The trial re-
sulted in a mistrial and the jury was
discharged. Dean was tried on the
charge of murder and he was releas-
ed under a bend of $2,000. Dean
killed two Italian laborers. He was
foreman over a gang of Italians and
pa quarrel over some work was at-
tacked. He shot wo of them and in
turn was tartly cut -with razors in
the hands of the assailants.—Clarks-
Tulle Leaf Chronicle.
FOR SALE—Six steel tobacco
screws at $12.50 each.
d&wtf Metcalfe .1c McGrew.
SWIFT JUSTICE.
(Special to New Era,)
LEXINGTON, Ky., Feb. 16.—Jas.
Plena'', a negro under imlictment
for eleven desperate crimes commit-
ted January 20 was today convicted
of criminal assault and giv_en a death
sentence.
THROAT CUT
(Special to New Era.)
LEITCHFIELD, Feb. 16—Sam-
uel Miller, a farmer, was found dead
today with his throat cut. He was
lying lb the public road, and was evi-





Announcement Made at Ca-
diz.—Career of Deceased
Lawmaker.
A telephone message to the New
Era from Cadiz states that Hon.
Felix K. (frailty of that piece today
announced himself a candidate for
state senator from the Third Ken-
tucky district, which comprises the
counties of Trigg, Calloway, Lyon
and Livingston, subject to.the action
of the Democratic party. He wishes
to succeed Senator Jarnes,William
Gilbert who died Tuesday at his
home in Murray. Mr. Gilbert had
served about half of his term.
Mr. Grasty is one of the best known
politicians in Western Kentucky.
He is the present sheriff of Trigg
county, serving by appointment.
The late Senator Gilbert had many
friends and acquaintances here. He
was born in Marshall county, Febru-
ary 20, 1840, and was son of Hugo
and Sarah Gilbert, to whom were
born 12 children. J. W. Gilbert the
deceased, was second son. He spent
most of his life in Marshall and Call-
oway counties, attendlog the Murray
institute. He taught school in his
youth, moved to Calloway in 1851,
and when the war bioke out enlisted
in Co. U. First Kentucky regiment,
confederate army, and served to the
eud of the war. After he returned
from the war he spent his time in
farming and school teaching, princi-
pally the former.
In 1876 he went into the tobacco
business in Murray, and had since
been engaged in it there. His funer-
al took place yesterday afternoon.
Warner Campbell.
Concerning the late Warner Camp-
bell who was killed in a railroad








man. It is said
of him that he
WARNER CAMPAHLL went about his
hazardous undertaking without a
question concerning the danger when
duty called him. The boys on the
road always have had many words
of praise for ;line in that he was
brave and true to his friends, of
whom he had many. A sympathiz-
ing community desires to inform the
bereaved, wherever they may be,
that they join them in their sorrow."
•
Cleared 8785.44.
The Owensboro Messenger says:
,Mr. J. M. Haynes has furnished
the Messenger with some very inter-
esting figures showing what a farm-
er's wife can do even here in Daviese
couutp. The person concerned is
A. G. (Buil) 'Aeher, of the Pleasant
Valley neighborhood, and it will be
seen that the figures make a very fa-
vorable showing in comparison with
similar figures that have been pub-
lished from other points.
The figures given are for 1904 and
the products were all denvered by
Mrs. Asher to her Owetisb ro patrons
In this connection it should be said
that Mrs. Asher is most hospitable
and is nearly always entertaining
friends, and right royally does she
entertain them, too. She has so sys-
tematized her work that the bulk of
it is done on two days of the week.
Here are the flgares: Butter, $305,-
25; milk, $217,70; chickens, $27.17;
eggs, $s6.70; garden products, $20;
Irish potatoes, $46.90; sweet potatoes,
$11.95; celery, $18.10; molaeses, $7.95;
hogs, $34.82; calves, $31.15; backbone
and spare ribs, $6.05; total, $785.44.
The farm on which all of the above
was produced contains but thirty
acres. Besides these articles there
were produced some cord, fruits, to-
bacco and foodstuffs that are not
counted. Of these no account is giv-
ed, as the purpose is to show the val-
ue of articles usually not produced
on Davison county farnii.
TO FARMERS.
County Chairman W. W. Radford
of the Tobacco Growers Association
states that a big ims&s meeting of
farmers will be held in this city as
soon as the weather permits. He
says that the affairs of the organiza-
tion are in splendid shape and urges
all farmers to hold their tobacco un-
til after the mass meeting.
-•••••11%-
OILES-HANCOCK.
Mr. Howard Hancock and , Miss
Lillie A. Giles were united in the
holy bonds of wedlock Wednesday
afternoon at the home of the bride
near Howell. The ceremony was
performed at 3:30 o'clock in the pres-
ence of a company of friends and rel-
atives. The Rev. H. C. McGill, of
the Baptist church, officiated. Miss
Susie Caudle was the maid-of-honor
and Messrs. Homer Hancock and
Howell Giles were ubhers. After the
service, a delightful luncheon was
spread by the bride's mother and the
happy couple came to this city and
remained last night at the Hotel La-
tham, leaving this morning for their
future home in Tennessee. The bride
is a lovely and 'accomplished young
lady and a daughter of Mrs. Lula
Giles. The fortunate groom is a
prosperous business man of Lebanon,
Tenn. Many handsome presents at-




Mrs. John D. Elliott, of Hopkins-
ville, returzed home this morning
after a visit to Mis. John C. Engle-
hard at her home on McFarland St.
—Owensboro Inquirer.
Mr and Mrs. Libby, of Princeton,
Mo., are the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
S. L. Cason.
Judge and Mrs. M. D. Brown, of
Madisonville, are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. S. L. Cason.
Judge and Mrs Milton Beata re-
turned home Sundey after a visit of
several weeks to Dr. and Mrs.Milten
Board at Hopkinsvi le.—Cloverport
News.
Maj. E. B. Bassett left last night
for Hot Springs on a buoinese trip.
Miss Esther Cravens., of Nashville,
is visiting In the city.
Leon Rothschild, of Owensboro, _ is
a guest of W. L. liatele-rger,
Mesdames Thos. Torten and Chas.
Vaughn went to Owensboro this
morning to visit their mother, Mrs
J. L. Shackleford.
Mr. and Mrs.•P. C. Richardrem and




(Special to New Era)
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Feb. 16.—
Cattle—receipts, 119 head; market
fairly active at steady prices on
butcher cattle; feeders and stockera
very slow. Quotations follow:
Shipping steers, $4.0C®4 65; best
butchers, $3.750e4 00; medium, $3.00
(43.50; common, $2 50g3 00; best feed-
ers, $2.25(4,,3.65; tiled turn, $k 71(03 25;
common, 2.60(0.2 75; best stockets,
$3.00g8.50; medium, $2 50(03 00; cow*
11301a, 81.5002.25; bulls, $2 0tV.8 00
Hogs—receipts, 899 head; market
active at steatly values. 160 pounds
and up, $5.20; 120 to 160 pounde, $4.94 ;
pigs, $4,400e4.65; roughs, $3.750:4.60.
Sheep and Lambs—receipts light,
market steady. The following are
the quotations; Best lambs, $5.50(0,
6.25; medium to good, $5.00q5 50;
common, $4.0000 00; best sheep,
$8.75(4.75; medium, $3 0)(0.60; com-
mon, $2 50(08.00.
SHAW INDICTED.
(Special to New Era.)
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Fob. I6.—Pat
Sharkey, on whose complaint and
testimony Richard W. Knott and
the Evening Post were indicted, con-
victed and fined $500 for criminal
libel a few days ago, was himself in-
dicted by the grand jury today, the
charge being that he allowed gam-




DAMAGE SUITS FILED F011
FEBRUARY TERM OF OUIIT.
J. H. Gilbert, admieistrator of
Amos Gilbert, deceased, has brought
suit against the Louisville tic Nash•
villa railroad for $10,000. The peti-
tion says that in October, 19( 4, Amos
Gilbert was rim aver by a handcar
and received injuries that resulted in
his death. It is alleged that he was
an employe of the road and that his
death wise Gut, to the gross careless-
ness and wanton neglect of an asset
of the company whose orders it WKS
his duty to obey, and to an old and
imperfect handcar.
W. A. Riley sues the L. & N. rail-
road company for $161 for the &Beg. d
loss of a trunk. rho same road is
sued for $150 by Harriet Posely, who
charges that agents of the company
destroyed her crops.
George McKinney, colored, sues
E. C. Outlaw and the city of Hip-
kinsville for $500. He claims that
he was working out a fine on tie
streets one day last December, bet g
under the charge of Mr. Outlaw, a d
that the latter assaulted him witl a
stick, breaking open his scalp aid
that his injuries kept him
to his home for a week.
J. P. Brown suer the Forbes Met u-
facturing Company for $1620. He
alleges that he was hired by the de-
fendant to drive a mule but was put
to work to rip lumber and, being left
alone and not being familiar with
machinery, hie left hand was cauOt
by a saw and cut off at the finer
joints.
AUTHOR OF BEN HUH PASSES
AV AT HIS 1NOIINA HUE
(Special to New Era.) 1 end was near and his rugged cone !-
CRAWFORDSVILLE, Ind., Feb.1 tution and remarkable vitality have
16.—Surrounded by his family, Gen.
Lew Wallace, author of "Ben Hur,"
one time minister to Turkey and vet-
eran of the Mexican and Civil wars,
died at his home in this city last
night, aged seventy-eight years.
The health of Gen. Wallace has
been waning for several years and
for months, despite the efforts of the
family to keep the public in ignor
&nee of his true condition, it has hoeu
generally known that his vigorous
constitution could not much longer
withstand the ravages of a wasting
disease.
For more than a year he had been
enable to properly assimilate food
and this, together with his extreme
age, made more difficult his fight
against death. At no time has he
ever confessed his belief that the
been respensible for prolonging his
life several months.
The death bed scene was one of
calmness. Besides his physicians
only his wife, his son, Henry W1-
lace, of Indianapolis, and Mrs. Wei-
lace, were admitted. Two grand.
children, although in the house,
were not admitted in the room.
When told by his physician that he
was dying Gen. Wallace was per-
fectly calm and his last words were
expressions of cheer to his grief-
strickeu family. Bidding them fare-
well he said:
"I am ready to meet my maker,"
and lapsed into unconsciousnebe,
from which he did not recover.
No definite funeral arrangements
have been made.
SOCIETY OF EMI
WILL MEET AT COURT
HOUSE SATURDAY.
Organizer McCown Wants
Every Farmer to Join the
Association.
The Ametican Society of Equity
will meet at the city court room in
this city Saturday, Feb. 18.h, at 10 a.
m. for the purpose of making a more
compact organization. The head-
quarters is at Indianapolis and is
called the National Union. Branch-
es called local unions are being form-
ed all over the country. Frequently
the merchants and farmers join to-
gether and have the meeting place
in the town. While this society is
primarily for farmers, yet merchants
realize that what helps farmers helps
them. As the success of this society
will help farmers more than was ever
dreame,1 of heretofote, merchants
naturally want farmers to ()Tanis*
as their interests are mutual. The
society publishes an official parer.
The system of crop reporting fa
very complete, both at home and
abroad.
We want every farmer to join this
society. There is nothing binding.
We ask you to abide by the best ad-
vice as far as you reasonably can.
Each member in the county should
urge the importance of this meeting.
We will try to have some one to in-
terest you, Remember the date,
Feb. 18th, 10 a. m. and 1 p. m.
J. R. McCown.
Skeen-Ma rtl n.
Luckie Hanson Martin, of Norton-
vine, and Miss Lillie Skeen, of Man-
nington, will be joined in marriage




Due to a fortunate purchase of
Tobacco Canvas since thp settle=
ment of the strike in thle cotton
mills at Lowell, Mass., we are
Able to Offer Tobacco Canvas
as Obtained in the Spring
at Same Price
of 1903
When we set the mark for low
prices for canvas in *his sec-
tion. Buying direct from the mills
—saving all middle men' g profits
we have shaved our owq profits
to a mere fraction—and throw out
150,000 yards at
lc for Fair Quality! 2c for Good Qualify!
212c Extra Good Quality! 3c for Fine Quality!





New Era Printing & PublishirgCo
OFFICE:—New Era Building, Seventh
etreet, near Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
DANGER SIONAL.S.
No engineer would be mad enough to
run by the flag which signaled danger.
It is different with the average man
or woman. They
attempt constantly





every year. When the
appetite becomes irregu-
lar or entirely gives out,
when sleep Is troubled
and broken, when there is
.a constant feeling of dull-
fteosaved at the postoffloe in Hopkinsville sh''oinstldnglatInigeTi,arn, gNearture 
as second-clams mall matter is sig-
 nal. The stomach and Its
— allied organs are failing in
their work and the body
Is losing the nutrition on
which It strength de-
pends.
Such a condition calls
for a prompt use of Dr.
Pierces Golden Medical
Discovery. It cures dis-
eases of the stomach and
other organs of digestion1 75 a n d nutrition, purifies1 50
to and enriches the bimici and
es builds up the body *Oh
06 sound, solid flesh.
50 "I have had so much hem--
1 25 fit from your medicines am glad to say a few
• 1 75 words that, you may use for publication."
1 75 writes Mrs. J. FL DOW111111, Crystal Lake. C-01111.
.. 1 25 "Had been troubled with a complication of
1 75 diseases for over two years. but kidneys and
liver bothered me most. Some of my worst
ailments were headache. frequent pains
Kpect,,,t clubbing rates with any magazine around heart and under right shoulder-
newspaper published in the United States blade. My hands and feet were cold nearly
all the time, and had such chilliness be-
_ tween shouldets. Someidays cared but little
for food; I lost flesh; felt so tired anti mis-
erable It scented I couldn't do any house-
work_ Took medicine from my physician.
but received no benefit. Bought a bottle of
'Golden Medical D ftiscovery.' and a er tak-
°Wm!. rr —First Monday in Jana fug It I felt so much better we determined to
and fourth Mon Lay in February and Sep-
ember.
QL/aRTERLY COURT—Second Mondays
Friday, Feb 17, 1905
$L00 A YEAR.
— CLUBBING RATES: —
—The WSZILT Naw Ens and the 
following
paper one year;
Twitze-a-Week Courier-Journal  III 50
Bemi-Weekly St. Louis Republic
Semi-weekly Globe-Demoorat 
Weekly Cincinnati Enquirer... Semi -Weekly Nashville A.111011101011
Weekly Louisville Commercial 
Trt-Weekly New York World  
Daily Louisville Post 
Rome and Farm.... 
National Diagazine—Bestou
Weekly Atlanta t 'on stltution
Weekly New York Tribune
Tel-Weekly New York Tribune
Farmer's Home Journal, new
ubsorth-rs on t v 175
COURT DMECTORY.
Janaary, April, July and October.
Forel. Corner —First Tuegday in April
suL actober.
°MISTY COURT—First Monday in every
month.
— ADVERTISING RATES:—
One Dacia, first Insertion $ 1 it
One inch one month  00
One inch, three months  6 00
One Mob six months.   900
One Mon, one year 1500
Additional rates may be had by applies-
lion at the office.
Transient advertising must be paid for in
advance.
Charges for yearly advertisements will be
olleoted quarterly.
All advertisements inserted without spec-
lied time will be charged for until ordered
out.
Announcements of Marriages and Deaths,
not exceeding dye lines, and notices of
ps,sching published gratis.
Obituary Notices, Resolutions of Respect,
-ndottier similar notIcea, five cents per line
Senator Periros has introduced a
bill in congress for the preservation
of the English latigua;e. This seetns
surperfluous since Deboe has return-
ed to the tall and uncut.
After a glance at the picture of
Hoch, the much-married blue beard
we have our belief in hypnotism
. -strengthened, Most wonien would
shave required an anaesthetic.
The allowance of seed to each con-
gressman has been out down to 62,794
packages. Congress is determined
to be economical no matter what it
costs.
Cougress is about-to settle the ques-
tion of poligainy for all time. It
will take up divorce next week and
we may yet look for race suicide law
It will not be long until expurgated
editions of the Congressional Record
will be a necessity.
Mr. Joseph Pulitzer IS NU I 1 1001i'llg
for an ideal e litor for ois college of
gin. Ideal editors seem as
ult to «tem re as ideal cooks and
give it a fair trial. Appetite soon Improved
and gradually the disorders disappeared un-
til now I am well."
A Great Doctor Book Free.--Send 21 one.
cent stamps to Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo,
N. Y. to cover cost of mailing orify and
he will send you a free copy of his Mos-
page Common Sense Medical Adviser,
paper-covered. Cloth-covered 31 stamps.
Or. Pierte's Pellets Cure Constipatioa.
pass the railroad rate bill after a two
lays debate. The satiate is probably
getting boulders ready to roll on the
'-rack.
John L. Sullivun says in a lecture
that whisky is bad for the pugilist.
lie is his own example of belief that
it does not injure the lecturer.
Postinaster General NVynne is en-
gaged in cleaning house for the next
oecupent, Mr. Coetelyou. The task
is not pleasant but Mr. ‘Vynne has
done it amiably and well.
The governor of Okoshoula tool
Governor Folk of Missouri, are wag-
ing a war against lobbyists. The
chase suggests the famous recipe
Which  ,begins, "First catch your
hare."
u. W. Post, of Battle Creek,-Mich.,
has tiled with President pro tem-
pore Frye, of the Senate, a petition
asking the expulsion of Senator
Platt. of New York. The petition
charges that Senator Platt, as presi-
dont of the United States Express
Company, is participating in a con-
spiracy entered into by vari.,us coin-
penies to violate the anti-trust law,
and is using hie official position to
protect the conspirators by opposing
the [mashie of any act which would
have the effect of taking from the
companies the monopoly which it is
alleged they now enjoy.
That Tickling in the Throat.
0110 minute after taking One Minute
I
arriages. Lough Cure that tickling in the
throat is gone. It acts in the throat






Medical history does not record a
discovery that will equol the merits
of LIFE PLANT.
for the cure of Rheumatism. Catarrh
and all Blood Diseased.. Its action
is quick thorough and permanent.
It searches the blood, slim
mates the poisonous germ that ere.
ates disease, makes new, rich, pure
blood and disease noot exist where
the blool is pure.
Our guarantee is
No Cure. No Pay,
theiefore there is no reason for you
to suffer longer.
Sirs. Raglan Lewton, of atelefirn 0.
writes:
"1 had rheumatism for on• year, and a
considerable portion i hotline I was so
bad I could scarcely wall:, Ny •nklis
was so swollen a great deal of the Dm*,
I could scarcely get on my sho•. My
Itritbe weie numb and I eliffered contla-
isaliy. I tricd a great many remedies,
but Was unenle 10 get 'elle,. u•111 I tried
P1.1N I. 1 took our bottles and
Was entIrcly cured. It Is a groat remeily."
We Plant is Manufactured only by
THE LIFE PLANT COI,
CANTON. OHIO.
—not the stomach. Hartniese—good
for children. A. L. Spofford, post-
master at Chester, Mich ,ssys: "Our
little girl was unconscious fro's)
strarigulatim during a sudden and
terrible attack of croup. Th ree doses
of One Minute Ceugh Cure half an
hour apart speedily cured her. I can
I not, praise 'Olie Minete Cough Cure
too much for what it has done in our
family." It always gives relief,
sold by R. C. Hardwick.
A Brooklyn minister wants to
know why men who like games of
chance do not go to Wall street iu-
,
stead of playing poker. Generally
because the ante is too bit.rh and no
litiuiten the garne,
Croup
Begins with the symptoms of a coin-
.non cold; there is chilliness, sneez-
ing,sore throat,hot skin, quick pules:,
, hoarseness and Impeded respiration.
Give frequent small doses of Bal-
lard's Horehound Syrup, (the child
; will cry for it) and at the first sign
of is croupy cough, apply frequently
Ballard'e Snow Liniment to tile
tnroat.
Mrs. A. Vliet, New Castle, Cob,.,
writes, March 19th, 1901: "I think
Ballard's Horehound Syrt p a wonO
derful remedy and so pleasant." 26c,
60c and $1.00. Sold by Ray & Fowler
!and L. L. Elgin.
Certain Cure for Chiblaine.
I Shake into your shoes Allen's Foot
Ease, a powder. It curer Chiblains,
FrostbItsa, Damp, Sweating Swollen,
feet. At all druggists and shoe
stores, 26o. 4w
PHE SUNDA Y SCHOOL.
LE1SON VIII. FIRST QUARTER. INTE:1-:-
NATIONAL SERIES, FEB. 19.
--- -
'text or the Iduseon. John v, 1-15.
Mentor, Verlien, S. it—Golden Teat,
John vi, 2—Comfit...tine,' Prepared
by Rel. U. M. Stearns.
[Cum-light, 1905, by Am:Ilea:1 Press Association.]
While reading any book that is worth
reading (and Christians should have
iou time for others) we do well to note
that Which we learn us we proceed. 111
this gospel we hnve seen that Jesus is
the Creel Jr of all things, that in Him
alone is life, that lie is the Lamb of
God who taketh :telly tile sin of the
world. that Ile is the Son of God, the
King of Israel and`thitt all who receive
Ulm become children of God. Chapter
It suggegte 1i risen Christ. a temple
cleansed. duel points onward to the
marriage ot. the Lamb. Chapters iii
and iv show us a religious ruler and
mitiful woman and many others re-
ceiving 1-11111 mis the Chrlet. the Saviour
of the world and a whole household ill
Capernituni believing on Him because
they had Seell something of Ills mar
velotts mover.. Now we find Him in
Jerusalem at a feast of the Jews.
NVe know that Jesus when in Jeru-
salem often wept to the temple. His
mother found Him there when Ile Was
only t wel ve years old, and In tile pub-
lic ministry lie often taught there. Wo
find Him there In this lesson also
(verse J41. but we are not told of mato
other iMoces that lie ever visited. It
W101 ,j11,11 liki• 1 1 1111 to visit this Bethes-
da th, u,. of merry,. xviiere mem*
sick people were, that Ile might heal
some of thien. The lies we choose
to visit when away from home 1,1.
while on a Journey Indicate where our
heart is, whether we are living unto
self or mit() Illin.
Title pool was by the sheep gate
(margin,, and this takes us track to
Neh. III, where WI thul in verses I. 32.
that the building of the well began
and elided lit the ehrep gate timid 'flint
the priests began the rebuilding. and it
suggests that there Is no real health
for lusty or soul apart from Him who
for ne was brought as a Minh to the
slaughter and who by the set,•ritice of
Himself provides redemption for all
who, like sheep. have gone astray (Isla.
it, To
'rue fitets mentioned in> eonnectiOn
with this pool or(' ut 1 eertain
eeason liii angel eonimimiented to the
water healing properties :out whoever
stepped in first wits made whole of
whatsoever disease he lied' (verse 4).
How great the contrast bet ween the
healing of only one at a time ;1 1111 Midi
11 statement as Luke iv, 40, "All they
that had any sick with (flyers ,111•111111:014
brought them unto Him. and Ile laid
Ills hands 011 every one of them ond
healed them!" 'nom notice that the
man heeled lifter the water wee trou-
bled could not be very impotent. for
he must got in first in order to be
healed, and aft sinners We are utterly
impotent.
The ease of the Wall thirty-eight
years impotent is truly pitiful, and
more fully sets forth the utter help-
lessness of every sinner, ills sad "Sir.
I have no man to, put me into the pool"
would touch any heart. but how deep-
ly It tonehed the heart of Ulm who
'teeth 1101 AS 1111111 seetb 81111 who Rd IV
SOIne special sin back of this impo-
tence (verse 141.
How nevessary are the words. "Cease
ye from 1111111.” and again. -They SIM*
111) 1111111 1431 1.(1 Jesus only with them-
selves" (Ise. ii. 22: -Mark ix, Sc. Lov
ing and pitying the man, who tlid not
know Him %%lin 'Smoke to him and
thu erefOre ('oil ill not hove faith to be
healed. Sillti to 111111. "Else, take
up thy bed and walk" (verse Si. and
immediately lie was whole and obeyed
ids Healer. It Lying the Sabbath day,
lie is P11/011 fold rimit \oil, 1,3 the re-
ligious critics, who, would ra n her see
luimii eontinue helpless than dare to
Walk 111111 I errs' his bed on the
bath: but he eannot tell them who
'waled him, for lie did not k limy the
Man who spoke to him at the pool
(verse tfh.
How meek and lowly our 1.11111 wits.
MT!' doing good 111111 ileeiring to be tin
known'. When the man efiere ant
learned in the temple who healed him
and told the Jesvis that it 11118 JeN11/4,
111011 these 'ipligions 1(11,111ters who
made the Sabbath /11ill all their feasts
to be their gods sought to slily their
Messiah becaiuse they could 1101 or
would not believe that Ile was their
Messiah. There are idolaters eyelet -
where In Christendom whose suffer-
ings. unless they repent. will surely
be heavier than those of the heatheti
idolaters who never heard of Chris,-
Note John's lest words. "Little chil-
dren, keep yourselves from Idols" (I
Joint v. 2)).
Our Lord's "Sin no more" to this
1111111 (verse 14) and also to the woman
in chapter viii, 11, doubtless had refer-
ence io their special sins of whivh they
had been guilty. but I John 11. 1. Is ii
word for every believer and includes
all sin, "These things write I unto
yen that ye sin not." Ile who saves
Ills people from their gins (Matt. I, 211
is able to do it mouient by moment.
yet we ever need the blood that cleans-
etb, and He sees sin where we see
none, for "the thought of foolishness
Is sin" IProv. xxiv,
III verses 33. 36, 37..31). of oar lesson
rhapter we have four witnesses b,
Christ—John the Baptist. the works of
Christ, God the Father :old the Scrip
tures. In verses 25, '29, we have the
two resurrections of the Just and un
Just at the beginning und end of the
millennial hour. compere Rev. xx. 4-0.
In N'ertict 25 we have the present age
hour when all who believe live, I Filiali
never cease to thank God for verse 24.
for by 11 in 1573 I lenrutal that, recelv•
hie Christ, I bud eternal life and
should never come Into judgment for
Oho
•
Dr. Otto's Spruce Gum Balsam
Nature's priceless spccifie for Coughs, Colds, Wheoning Cough, Bronchitis and Sore
Throat. Price, per Itottle, 25 and 50e; or, fie 25c bottles for $1.00. At all druggists.
American Pharmacal Co., Mt'g Outtnists, Evansville, Ind,
YOUR FUNS
IF THEY ARE WEAK—You are in constant danger of Pneu-
monia or Consumption which can be prevented by FOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR if taken in time.
IF THEY ARE INFLAMED—You already have the first symp-
toms of lung trouble that may prove fatal and you should not delay
taking FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR. It cures all inflammatory con-
ditions of the respiratory organs.
IF THEY ARE OBSTRUCTED-1--It is dangerous to use harsh
expectorants which strain and weaken the lungs. FOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR soothes and strengthens and enables the tubes to be
naturally cleared.
FOLEY'S HONE i AND TAR-
gives the greatest comfort and relief in advanced stages of lung trouble
and never fails to %.-.1.tre incipient Consumption. Contains no opiates.
For Coughs, Colds, Croup, Whooping Cough, Bronchitis, Asthma,
Pneumonia and Grippe. It stops the Cbugh and prevents Pneumonia.




J. N. Patterson, night policeman of
Nashua, la., writes:—"Last winter I
had a had cold on my lungs and tried
at least a half dozen advertised cough
medicines and had treatment from two
physicians without getting any benefit.
A friend recommended FOLEY'S
HONEY AND TAR and two thiids of
a bottle cured me. I consider it ,he




SOLD AND RECOMMENDED BY
Sold by Cook ec. Higgins
Take
Courage!
tIf you are naturally not as strong as your more fo' unate
sisters, and for this reason experience dread rather 
thanI 
joy at
the prospect of becoming aomother, take courage and asstirance
from this fact: Mother's Vriend is meant for you, and I by its
use you may pass through that glorious martyrdom which is
yours by divine right with no more discomfort than that experiended by
those who by nature are possibly more adapted for the role of motherhood.
MOTHER'S FRIEND
is a liniment of proven merit, and its great worth can be no
better attested to than by the countless strong and healthy
children who through its kindly offices have entered this
world unhandicapped by any deformity or weakness. It
is a liniment which by external application acts upon the
abdominal muscles and permits of a painless parturition.
BRADFIELD REBULATOR 00., ATLANTA, A.
017??\f/ YouTake Quinine
It's 10 to 1 you do if you arc a victim
of malaria.
Don't Do It. We Dangerous.
\I '11 admit it will cure malaria, but it loaves
Minuet deadly after effects.
HERBINE
is purely vegetable and abeolutely guaranteed
o cure malaria, sick headache, biliousness,
and all stomach, kidney and liver oomplainta.
TRY IT TO-DAY.
30 Conte et Bottle. All Druggists.
toot




aot •wistity. — Best la Quality.





Tonic of the Season.
We are the depot in this city
for this great tonic and we are
going to give away 6C0 bot•
ties to those who hold orders
on us for same The order
will be mailed to you by the
manufacturers and as soon as
you receive your orders bring
or send it and get the malt.
If you have no convenience
of sending telephone us Sad
will send it to you. Our le
ephone Nos. are Cupib. 63;
Home 1063, Your druggists,












will help you on
easy monthly pay-
ments.
If you want to
save money and be
getti_ig interest on
it all the time let
us sell you some
?? stock as an invest.
ment.
Por particulars address
Henry C. Gant, Pres.
J E. McPherson, Sec
Louis. 







r Y013 pick up a paper nearly every day
bud read that some man or woman in
apparently perfect health has
died suddenly at a banquet, on
the street, at the thea-
ter, of "heart failure."
80 per cent of such
cases follow heavy eat-
ing. The digestive or-
gans are not in condi-
tion, the food ferments
in the stomach, form-
ing gases which dis-
tend the walls of the
stomach—which press-
es against the heart—
crowds—suffocates
—"Heart failure"
Malts. Take a spoonful of
r. Caldwell's
yrup Pepsin
alter eating. It relieves that "full feel-
,," stops fermentation, aids digestion




1 tii. Ptatiumt. Wagoner. Ind. Ter., under date
rig ill. NON writes For over • year I was
Agles ed with my heart. Doctors and medicines
tumble to help me; finally I noticed an 
= 
ad-
totDr Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin Stell-
a.% oftentimes Heart Trouble was caused
ion. and that Syrup Pepsin would
tion and (lea on the Sumach. I
=it and was fully cured and wish to take
means Of letting others knew of the aorta
as Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.
1 . It Irtace illessay Illasitu.
IIIPSM SYRUP CO., lisalloslis, 111,






Effective Sunday, April 3rd.
NO. 888, DAILY.
Leaves Hopkiri.vilIe 6.4e a ir
Arrives Princeton., 7.40am
" Paducah 9.96 a m
" retro II:Marro
Arrive. t. Louis 616 p in
Arrives Chicago . ...  10:6o p m
. NO. 889, DAILY 
LAMM Ho kinsvIlle  11:90am
Olives Pe noeton . 19;96 pm;4 Henderson  6:00 pm
" Evaneville 6196 p Di




yes I' POO 111,  t, pm
• es Phdusah  4•15 p m
Arrive. Memphle, 10160 pm
Arrives New Otis toe 10:00 a m
—
NO 840 DAILY
wee Napkin/wills  4:80 p In
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-7Rireitt7T—t — 1T51im
vim Louisville ...   ,7:50 a trt
veil Edmiston 8:88 a a%
Arrives Memphis 8:10 a m
" New Orleans 
NO SO daily ar Hopk I nay Ills 9:40 am




P HARLOW. D. P. A.,
Louisville J. B. MALLON, Agt
Hopkinsville
AlMcDougall, I) P A.,New Orleans
A II Hanson, 0 P A., Chicago.
i.e A Sent.. A 0 P A.. Memphis
EDWARD S. LONG,
- ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Removed to Hopper building, cor-




With Wailer I Roger., Furniture
and Undertaking, Hopkinsville. Ky
Year patronage solicited. Call.
israseptly answered day or night.
L Yenta. Leslie Haydon
• L. YONTS & CO.,
Insurance. Real Estate,
ABSTRACTS AND LOANS. '




Oaks with E. S. Long, attorney,
Hoptiosville, Ky.
Reefer Wood, Hunter Wood Jr
ithantor Wood el. Son
Atty.-at-Law.
ono, in Hopper Block upstairs
linter Planters Bank.
NOPHINSVILLE, : KENTUCKY




le the Shortest and
Railroad most, Direct Line to
Nahsville, Knoxville
MA Bristol, N. C., Rich mond, Vs ,W ash I n g-
kw D. C.. New York and all other Eastern
Seaport, and Interior Eastern Cities, In-
eluding the Virginias and Carolinas.
A Pim Class Double Daily Paaaenger ser-
villi•Witla through sleeping cars on night
trona
sae Tennessee Central R. R. is a new line
Malang through a new and rich country
Wan Um bast opportunities In the
She Home seeker, thellfarmer and







Frank De Witt Talmage, D.D.
1.0. Angeles( Cal., Feb. 12.—Under the
figure of a river the preacher shows In
this sermon the benefits that accrue to
men who serve and obey God. The
text is Isaiah xivIll, 18, "Then had thy
peace been as a Hun"
What art thou Ming, 0 prophet of
Israel? Art thou taunting thy people
with the blessing they had missed
through forsaking God and disregard-
ing thy teaching? When trouble
swoops art thou one of those who say:
"I told you so? If you had only taken
my advice you would not be in the dif-
ficulty yoit are in today. If you will
make your bed out of thorns and
thistles instead of rose leaves, then
upon the thorns and thistles you must
tie." Are you like an executioner who
upbraids and derides the trembling
murderer whose life he is soon to
strangle with the rope? In drawing
your enchanting picture of peace flow-
ing like a river before a people harass-
ed by powerful foreign enemies and
disturbed by internal dissensions are
you not merely adding to their distress,
as the noirage of the desert aggravates
the thirst of the dying traveler? Are
you saying to your miserable people:
"Look at those beautiful banks water-
ed by the river, rich in flora and tune-
ful with singing birds. They would
have been all yours if you had not
wandered into the desert of sin, but
now they are lost to you forever."
"Ah, no," says the prophet Isaiah, "it
is not to aggravate their thirst that I
tell them of this river, but to invite
them to return to the way from which
they have wandered: not to exult over
their misfortunes, but to warn them of
the consequences of sin. I am not
here glorying in the suffering of God's
fallen ones. My river is not composed
of the black waters of the river Styx,
but from the flowing crystal waters of
the river of life. 1 am like a loving
father whose wayward son has disre-
garded warnings end has sinned and
brought himself Into tiouble, and the
father sorrows with him and pleads
with him to repent and assures him
that if ale will forsake his sin his wick-
edness shall be forgiven and his pence
shall be like it river, as though lie had
never sinned." May Clod help us RN
we use the bunks of the Jordint or the
Rhine or the Tiber or the upper
Thermos or the bank% of our own po•
otle Hudson for a sacred pulpit. Ruch
a river bank toduy may become as
sacred is pulpit us that In the chariest
of Westmlemter abbey or St. Pond's Or
Canterbury cathettrel, even though
bishop's Intiod hits not conoseereted it
or ecelemlitstitsol convontlion (Whetted
it,
What th• River Toadies.
The Weeding river, In the first place,
teaches us that the divine peace WhiCh,
comes to mau must coma as the result
of natural law In the spiritual life. It
Is not the result of haphaeard. It is
not a miracle as we in the broad sense
term a miracle. It does not come as a
miraculous wind which might dig up a
seed in some Italian garden and in its
teeth lift it above Alpine crag and
carry it over land and sea and without
human aid plant it as an exotic upon
the banks of the Ohio or the Monon-
gahela river. But the divine peace
comes to man as the result of a ration-
al Cathie. It has a rational source, as
a river has a natural source; It has a
natural flow, as the Jordan has a nat-
ural flow, and it has a rational outlet,
as the Amazon empties; Itself into the
Atlantic or the Ganges finds a resting
place in the huge reservoir of the Beti-
o! gulf.
A river cannot disobey natural law.
A river cannot become a free lance
among rivers. A river cannot do any-
thing that specific gravity says "thou
shalt not do." This fact is demonstrat-
ed everywhere. I climb one of the tall
pyramids of the Rocky mountains.
There upon the highest peek I find
what Is called a watershed. Then as
I stand upon this watershed I repeat
to myself the beautiful words of the
poet:
God sent his messenger, the rain.
And said unto the mountain brook,
"Rise up and from thy caverns look
And leap with naked, snow white feet
From the cool hills into the heart
Of the broad, arid plain."
But though the mountain brooks may
leap from the cool hills into the heat of
the broad, arid plain, It makes a great
deal of difference into what plain that
falling raindrop shall go, whether it
falls one inch to the right or one inch
to the left of the Rocky mountain wa-
tershed. One inch to the right It flows
into the gulf of Mexico; one to the left
It do*, Into the waters of the Pacific.
The waters of a river' must obey
natural law. Now, if God's laws are
inexorable in regulating the source
and the course of a river, are they not
equally inexorable in reference to the
source and the course of his divine
peace, which la like a river?
The Coaditioas of Pewee.
You must obey God's hews before you
can enjoy God's peace. To resist them,
to disobey him, is to set yourself
against omnipotent power and Infinite
wisdom. It is not necessary that God
should puritph you for it; you bring the
punishment on yourself in failure and
dimappoIntment and eternal wreck.
Your whole nature is given over to
anarchy and lawlessness. Only as you
yield to his will do you put yourself
in line with the eternal order and enter
Into peace. I do not care how much
you may think your way is better than
God's ways, one fact you must u
stand—you cannot get the Alv
which le like a river, unless you bring
yourself into harmony with God's laws
and obey God's conniniudments.
Neuman had to leant this lesson be-
fore he could be cured of his leprosy.
Him way was that the prophet should
come out to him and stand end call on
the name of the Lord and strike his
hand over the place. God's way was
that he dip seven times in the Jordan.
When he took God's way he was cured,
but not until he took it. God's way can
cure you, 0 immortal, of your sin. Are
you ready to weleome this divine peace,
like a river, which will come to you
through .Jesus Christ? The way of the
cross is the femme of this peace. From
the mount of Calvary that stream
gushes forth, as from Mount Hermon
flows the Jordan and from the Ad-
irondacks the mighty Hudson.
But the pleading l'iver teaches us an-
other lesson about the divine peace
which passeth all understanding. The
longer a disciple of Jesus Christ lives a
Christian life the deeper and wider does
the river of his peace become. It
should deepen and widen and grow
more majestic in volume, even as the
waters of the Hudson grow deeper and
wider as they slip past the highlauds
and lap the feet of the Palisades and
sweep on in their grandeur to the place
where they are married to the .waters
of the mighty deep at tile nuptial altar
of Governors Island, in upper New York
bay. It should go on growing deeper
and wider, even as become the waters
of the river Orinoco where they empty
themselves into the unfathomable
depths of the sea. When, in 1498,
Christopher Columbus for the first time
touched the mainland of South Ameri-
ca and saw this great river, one of his
officers congratulated Mtn because he
had discovered another island. The
immortal explorer replied: "No such
river as that flows from an island.
heat mighty torreatt drains the waters
of a continent." The pleading river of
God's peace grows wider and deeper as
we travel along its banks in the journey
of life. At the beginning of our Chris-
tian course It may seem a small stream,
but as the years pass and our feet conic
nearer and nearer to the great ocean of
eternity the volume of the river in-
creases until It becomes a peace that
passeth understanding.
Is this increasing power true in ref-
erence to our spiritual peace? As you
compare your present life with that
of your spiritual life ten, twenty, thir-
ty years ago are you conacious that you
love God more now than you did then?
Do you read the Bible more now than
you did St hen you joined the church
and prepared for your first commute
lou? Is your enjoyment of prityer and
your dependenve upon it more intense
UOW then they were at ftritti Arc you
striving mere earnepitly than formerly
to !tether the showers (of !deeming thin
RIM' roVerywittorto falling around you Ilito
your own spiritual nature? Are you
More reedy now than at the beginning
of your Christian reireer to go into the
house of ii neighbor on whom sickness
or bereavement has fallen to telminia-
ter comfort and to clover hint with re
minders( or that's promises? There is
soinethilie novfollly wrong with it Chris.
thtiii WhU, While WO Wellilll 1111t1 mental
power increase with the plutaing yam
duds that his spiritual nature door not
,widen. and deepen like the pleading
river of God's potter,.
Stet Like a River.
Indeed, I soinetitnem think that our
so called peace is not like a river at
all. It is more like a brackish, stag-
nant pool or as a dried up well that
gives forth no water. "There was a
very good well here once," said an old
farmer in reference to a certain drink-
ing trough. "Indeed," answered a
preacher on his vacation, "is that so?
I wonder what Is the matter with it.
How did It get filled up?" "Neglect,
sir," answered the farmer. "First a
little rubbish got in it, then a little
more and It little more and a little
more. The dirt and refuse were not
cleared out, and the water grew worse
and worse and less and less until at
last the well became choked up. I
wonder if there is any water at the
bottom of this well?" "Yee," said the
preacher. -I wonder if there is any wa-
ter at the bottom of the well?" hi
that the figure of our peace? Is it a
well and not a river?
As the Mississippi river is fed by the
Missouri. the Ohio, the Teunessee and
the Red rivers and indirectly by the
Allegheny, the Monongahela. the Yel
lowstone and the Platte. so from many
Bourses might the liver of, our peace re,
ceive the Waters of blessing, but in-
stead we iollow the dirt and refuse of
this world to choke the passages by
which they might enter and our river
dwindles into a stagnant pool. Have
we become dried up spiritual wells? As
the tourists dropping pebbles into
Jacob's well have choked it up, some
of us have choked up our gospel wells.
Years ago we dropped the pebble of
Sabbath desecration into it. Years ago
in went another pebble-absence from
Sunday school and church worship.'
Years ago we took to reading the
Sunday newspapers instead of the Bi-,
ble. No wonder that our peace, which
should pass all understanding and be
like a river, widening and deepening
each year, is like a brackish, stagnant
pool or dried up like Jacob's well. If
It be not like a river, the fault is ours
and not God's. God Is pouring down
upon us everywhere his showers of
spiritual blessing, which ,we should
gather': freshet-like, into the river beds
of our hearts.
But the pleading rivet' not only
teaches our relationship to God, but
also our practical spiritual relationship
to our fellow men. It clearly and em-
phatically and distinctly says, "Gospel
pence moist be eyes to the blind, food
for the hungry, clothing for the naked
and happy flresidem for the homeless."
It teaches man that the first great com-
mandment is to love the Lord our God
with all our soul and strength and
Ano the seeond is like unto it:
let love our neighbors as our-
. It ist i law of one notnre that
shitagesseSakisamors
peace and happiness come to us through
service to others. No man is so happy
as he who has made another happy.
No pillow is so restful as that of him
who has relieved the anxiety of his
brother. The peace that passeth under-
standing never tills the heart that cher-
ishes seltdi desires or turns away from
enother's misery 
The S  of Happiness,
HOW' IS it .with America? "I would
like to see America, but the people are
not as great as you think," said Thom-
as Oarlyie to an American visitor. "You
may boast of your democracy or any
other Wiley' or any other kind of polit-
!cid rubbish. but the reason why your
laboring folks are so happy is that you
have a vast dela of land for a very few
people." True. Thomas Carlyle, true.
But what would our lends be worth if
we did not have our mighty rivers to
water them? Whence could our cattle
find water to drink and grass to eat
but for the rivers? How could our
grain lift its golden cheek to be kissed
of the sun unless its roots once waded
knee deep in the mud? What makes
the Atlantic coast, especially New Eng-
land, have the most fertile valleys? The
rivers. Whitt makes Sahara one great
sea of-sand? The absence of the rivers.
Yes, as' the Egyptians for centuries
worshiped the river Nile because Its
rlse or fall meant to them food or fam-
ine. clothing or nakedness, prosperity
or poverty, health or disease, the rivers
of our land are the source of fertility
to the soil and prosperity to our people.
If the pole* of our hearts is to be like
a river it must give help temporal and
spiritual to all around us.
Are we temporal and spiritual "riv-
ers of life" to our fellow men? Some
of us are truly "rivers of death" or
"rivers of seclusion." Our lives are like
the stygian stream in the great Mam-
moth cave of Kentucky. We are sur-
roureted by grandeurs and beauties on
every side, but we have walled our-
selves In by solid rock, where we can
do no goad to others and where others
cannot do any good to us.
Like Luray Cave.
Or our lives. If they are not like the
Styx of a Mammoth cave, supporting
only a few blind fish swimming hun-
dreds of feet below the surface of the
earth, may be like the wonderfully
suggestive beauties of a Luray cave of
old Virginia, which likewise are doing
no good to any one. That Luray cave
isa marvelous place. Though its beau-
ties were buried for centuries, yet un-
der the flesh of light It looks as though
Its walls lied been erected only yester-
day and, like the Taj ahilial of India,
are a glittering muse of dead preclottm
pinups, yielder stand the continue of
stalagmite its statuary In meet gar.
mentii of purest Here are the
drIppInge of it entarect, as though the
Mad Meth or to Niagara Mid teem In-
pitently belled and, like en open Mouth.
lel Bon, dared not utter one growl, ni•
though even now we seem to hear the
echri of Ire lest wild, Well roar. Yonder
he the "Ionliroom," where our houtglnie
the telist let the nymphs and fairies
used to sport 111111 dance and melte tutor-
ry, Near to *him "loall hall" is the "cent-
otery ridge," where those nymphs; nod
fairies wet.. hurled ages on ages 1410.
Here are the "lounging veils of the god.
dewiest" so thin that through them
ftitmluss the light of our guides' latnpis,
so red that they seem to, have been
dipped in the blood of the soldiers" who
over this very noomitain once followed
Stonewall Jackson In his last raid or
into the blood of those soldiers who re-
coiled loefore the cavalre charge of
"Lightning Horse" Phil Sheridan.
From yonder cathedral, with its domes
and spire' and steeples and minarets
and strange carvings, there come echo-
ing up the solemn notes of an organ
which roll and swell and thunder and
whisper and pray an chant and die.
From out of every' grotto stretches
some hand or lifts some snowbank or
flaps some wing or, like a cat's eye,
blinks some emerald or, tiger-like,
glares the bloodshot eyeball of some
ruby or flashes some emerald. And
while all the chimes of all the towers
are beginning to ring suddenly a sta-
lactite many tons in weight breaks
loom, and crashes upon the floor. It
shivers, rolls over once or twice and
then Iles still, to be decomposed by the
corning ages. A marvelous and en-
chanting place is Luray cave of old
Virginia.
An its walls are strangely sculptured.
Column high and chasm wide.
'Tie the place where all the shadows
Of the pant years Want hide.
But when I stood within the walls
of that fascinating place I said to my-
'self: Hon' like selfish man is this cave!
His heart is ft heart of stone. Amid
the sufferings and troubles of a tante,
world, with all his vast resources for
doing good, he buries himself in a wail-
ed citadel, which is called his home or
his store. lie lives, he breathes, he
eats, be sleeps, he works for himself,
and himself alone. Oh, brother, may
your gospel peace be not like the glit
tering grandeur hidden in the darkness
of a Luray cave in Virginia or of a si-
lent river Styx flowing through the
dark halls of a Mammoth cave of old
Kentucky! May it be a river of life,
bringing peace ad joy and hope to all
who are willing to bend down their
parched anti sinful lips to lap of the
spiritual waters.
A River of Trianspill.
But I cannot close this sermon upon
this beautiful text wttitolitlefinding one
more symbol. The pleading river is
not only a river of consecration to God.
but a river of triumph. It is not only
the crystal gates through which, as the
Jordan of death, we shall enter the
tomb, but it is the crystal gates by
which we shall leave the wilderness of
trouble and earthly wanderings and en-
ter into the promised land of heaven
and eternal joy. Shall our peace, which
is like it rlver.,stop at the brink of the
grave?
We have read how George Frederick
Handel on the river Thames won hie
great musical victory over the irate
George I. of England. When
CASTOR IA
The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
In use for over 30 years, halt borne the signature or
and has been made under his per-
sonal supervision
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
since its infancy.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-good" are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health or
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.
What is CASTORIA
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare.
gone, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcoties
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cires Diarrhtea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Trolubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilate the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving hiahthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The other's Friend.
GENUINE CASTORIA ALWAYS
Bears the Signature of
The Kind You Have Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.
wit Gasmen 0011PASIV, re mummy preissy. new ram own
George was elector of Hanover he be.
fteended the young unknown musician
ltandel and made him court muskier..
But affer Handel had won musical
fame he tired of the Hanover court
and hied himself to London. This great-
ly enraged the elector. When Ile became
king of England Its George I. he would
neve nothing to (Ito with his old favor-
ite. But one day the king gave a great
fete upon the river Thames. As the
royal barite moved Along it lenge
followed, phiyIng t wooly live votwertor
of mode. T111410 4.onc.itrion, gathered to-
gether under oleo intiodeal head, ere
known its the evieloratisl "water Mu.
Plie of Minitel. Every musical imam-
Intuit then known west utilised in the
(orchestra. "Ali," maid Klnit (leufwe. "no
one could compose such MIMIC lid that
bill my old LOU It mortician, Freder-
ick Handel!" At once tbe Chug restored
!WHIM to fit vor mill gave to Wei a1.111.
Ivy of 91,159) pee year, Ilia, though
Handel itptun the rivor Thames was
aide to play blown' Into the good
graces of on earthly king, our divine
parer, like o ricer, rho II yet open for us
ii more triumphant entry into the royal
courts of heaven. There we shall not
have to play as lIandel played. but we
Khali have all the celestial choir which
sang for the shepherds above the Ju-
davaii hills sing for us the halleluiah
chorus of a roytol and divine welcome.
But I think myself of one suggestive
fact about this same river Thameat
Thoneh Handel by sweetest harmony
mey Move pluses' hinieelf into the good
graces of an earthly king, yet he was
playing his "water music" upon the
«Menu which washed the iron gratings
of the "traitor's gate" of the old Tow-
er of London. Through this gate the
English kings sent their enemies for
incarceration or decapitation. Oh, my
fiends. can it be that you or I must
ever pass through the traitor's gate,
which Is today swinging over the river
of death for those who love not God?
Can It be that there shall ever come a
time when God shall speak to us an
eternal condemnation with the follow-
ing words: -Oh, that thou hadat heark-
ened onto my eommandments: then
had thy peace been as a river and thy
righteousness as the waves of the sea!"
Oh, for the peace, the everlasting peace.
of God. which isf like a rIVer:





The largest yielding and finest grained Oat for
this *action and the South, Yield as Mahal' sco
bushels per acre, tall growth, fine forage, and
the moat profitable of all oats. Endorsed by
prominent 'erasers In all sections.
Our Catalogue far ISO Mailed Pres.
Contains full information rereading
tbwall as all Seeds for the Farm and Garder.VaWe
carry Inge stocks of Grass and Clover Seed.
Alfalfa, Rape, Seed Oats, Seed Corn. s...1
Potatoes, Forage Crops, Vegetable Seeds, etc.
BLUE RIBBON SEEDS ARE BEST
Awardel Gold Noah/ at ft. Leab. 11104,




Pose taw weigh *ad heallaislalts
ISCOTT'S EMULSION
makes pale, thin children fat
and chubby. Overcomes
voasting tendencies and brings
Wick rosy cheeks and brighte3i
res.
It's surprising how quickly
children respond to Scott's
Emulsion, It contains just
the element of nouriiThment
their little bodies need. They
thrive on it.
Even a few drops in the
baby's bottle have a notice-
shle effect for good. Nothing
better than Scott's Emulsion
for growing children.
seed you a maple fru isms nwiset.












From Day to Day.
NEW SPOT —A sun spot believed
to be one of the largest and beet de-
flated ever observed has been discov-
ered by Prof. A. H. Cole, a Chicago
astronomer. Projected through a
small opera glass on a eheet of white
'paper a disc measuring six inches in
diameter was disclosed. Mathemat-
ical calculations peored that the
spot on the surface of the sun was
one-tenth of its total diameter, or
over b0,1.100 miles in its widest part.
The spot is egg shaped and can be
easily discerned through a smoked
glass. I1 is situated east of the cen-
tral portion of the sun and today will
be almost in the middie of the lumi-
nary. The spot will be visible for
several days.
CIOARETTE LAW.—Section No.
17, Kentucky Statutes, reads as
follows:
It shall be unlawful for any person
to sell or furnish to any person 18
years of age and under any cigarettes
or cigarette material or to give same
Of barter the same to any person
whomsoever with the knowledge
that the same is to be given or sold
or bartered to such child, or persuade,
advise or compel any child under
said age to do the same.
Any person who violates the pre-
visions of this section shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor and upon convic-
tion of cams shall be fined not less
than five nor more than twenty-five
doilars or serve from one to six
months in the county jail or bot'a at
the discretion of the court.
LIAE CAMILLE.—An hour after
she had concluded her portrayal of
the death of Camille on the stage,
Nellie Gibney, an actress, while on.
her way to the hotel from the theater
in Jefferson City, Mo., Saturday
night, was seised with paroxyllsms
of sougl lug and expired. She was
sieleylug good health, but burst
blood vessel while itulIating the
•OughIng of Camillo,
you's mat 1114K l'OM14.—M.
NW an absence of more than twelve
years from the ring, John L. Sulli-
van, who is at St. Louis, has public-
ly challenged James J. Corbett to a
return match. Sullivan declares his
sincerity.
"I am on the level," he said, "1
can liek Corbett, and all I as is an-
other chance. Lam not all in. Eight
months to train is all I ask. I am
willing to flAht, winner to take all."
In reply to the challenge, Corbett
telegraphed from Cincinnati: "My
answer to Sullivan's challenge is as
follows: I wish he had the health
and the youth to be able to fight me,
or anybody else. That's all the bad
luck I wish the poor old fellow."
GETS BETTER PRICE
HOW WEED IS SELLING
AT PRESENT.
The Clarksville Leaf-Ch ron ic le
says:
"Mr. Felix Ewhg returned Thurs-
day night from his trip to Washing-
ton City and New York in the best
of condition and in high spirits. He
was called to New York to confer
with a syndicate there that wants
this entire crop of tobacco. This
syndicate is composed of men under
control of John D. Rockefeller. Mr.
Ewing is greatly pleased with the
situation of our fermere. Every-
thing is working well,and no hitches.
There was a mistake in the despatch
sent out to the effect that ,Senator
Daniel, cf Virginia, was opposing
the removal of the tax on leaf tobac-
co. He is for it and says the Gaines
• bill is sure to pass."
(From Saturday's Daily)
Mr. J. E. Cansler. of Larkin, was
10 the city yesterday delivering his
tobacco. As compared with the 1903
crop the 1904 crop nets him about
$200 more money. Mr. Cansler says
that as yet the farmers of hie section
have not as a rule joined the tobacco
association but they are deeply inter-
ested and will probably all sign the
pledges.
FALLS TO BOTTOM
AFTER HE HAD SCALED
DIZZY HEIGHTS.
Poor Old Joe Mulhatton Is
Again in a Prison
Cell.
Ten ?ears ago Joseph Mulhatten
was one of the most prosperous and
successful traveling salesmen in the
country. He received a saltily of
05,000 a year with an expense ac-
count almost as larve.
Today he sits in a squalid cell in
the San Francisco police station, an-
swerJel to the charge of stealing an
overcoat.
Ten years ago this man set the
styles. He was somewhat of a Beau
Brummel, and his •'glad clothes"
were up-to-date. Wheu on the road
he lived like a i rime). No parlor
car or high-priced hotel was too good
for him.
Today he is clothed in noisome
rage. He is a physical wreck. Bloat-
ed, bleary-eyed, nerve-shattered and
dirty, he sits on his bench and is
scarcely able to tell his name.
Ten years ago Joseph Mulhattan
was the best recent ur in the coun
try. His stories—the invention of
an ingenious mind and ready wit—
were printed in all the newspapers,
and some of them are still going the
rounds of the press. He was proud
of the title "Biggest liar on earth."
His stories set the whole country
laughing.
In a few weeks at best Joe Mul-
batten will die. And some dissect-
ing student nay take that sloth In
his hands Phut say, "Alas, poor
Yorlek,"
What brought *Inuit the Agog« lti
Mulhabbatil, Whiskey. He was
type of the "wood fellow." To do
this sort uf good fallow, you must do
as the other fellows do if net more
so. Mulhattan went the limit. He
was the life of every party. Gener-
ous to a fault, he never turned down
a friend—and he had a lot of friends
those days. He has no friends note.
He is unable to get bonds to keep
himself out of jail.
His is the old story of trying to
conquer booze.
To keep up his end in the drinking
bouts he swilled the stuff. It got on
to hie nerves and jangled them.
Then it tackled his stomach and ate
out the linings.
As the whisky was gong in his
wits went out. He began to forget
the point of a story and mumbled it.
His sprees interfered with his busi-
ness. His friends began to say that
Joe'e pace was too rapid. Then he
lost his 615,000 position. He con!ci
not make good. Engaging at a low
salary, he took "the cure," but be
was too far gone. He became a nuis-
ance. Then he was a tramp, fre-
quenting back alleys and cheap sa-
loons, a common burn.
It isn't worth while to moralize
over this man's career.
Booze will bunko the. smartest man
alive.—Milwaukee JoUrnal.
Now With Collier.
Elder J. W. Hardy, of Nashville,
formerly pastor of the Christian
church and later president of South
Kentucky College at Honkineville,
spent several days in the county this
week representing the Collier Pub-
lishing Co. He was accompanied by
his son, Will Hardy.—Uniontown
Telegram.
Hard On Sheep.
The rievere weather of the past two
weeks has resulted in a considerable
loss to raisers of sheep. A number
of farmers have lost lambs. This is
the lambing season, aLd many of
them were frozen soon after being
born.
CASTOR IA
For Infanta and Children.
The kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the
lillspeassure of
•II.ved. We consider Doan's Kidney I
Mesers..ELv comtnenc-
Pills certainly worthy of strong t,U— 
dorsement." i 
co 
using 3 our Creatn Balm about
For sale by all dealers. Price two years ago for catArrin My voice •50
cents. FoeLer-Milburn Co., Buffalo, was somewhat thick and my hearing •
•
New York, sole agents for the United Was dull. My heariug has beenStates. ; fully restored and my .speech hasRemember the name Doan's and beeome quite clear. I am a teachertake no other. • in our town. •
HIS WIFE WOKE HIM UP PLEA FOR JOHN D.Connecticut Man Nearly Choked to
Death in Night
No comment is needed on the rot- PUT INlowing letter. It tells of fearful ex-
periences that have fortunately been
overcome,
"Dear Sirs:—
"Often in the night my wife had to
wake me up because I was almost
choking to death with catarrh.] fled
one of the worse CHAOS that was ever
known and skillful physicians said
it was chronic.
Fortunately a friend told me ot
Hyoniei and I used this treatmentfaithfully, and today am free from
catarrh. I used Hyomei perhaps five
times a day and could soon see a
great change. A complete outfit andan extra bottle cured ine. I alwayscarry aHyomrti inhaler in my peek etso as to prevent any colds or slightcater:hal attacks that are comni.n.at this seethe!, of tile year.
''Yours Fraternally,
"Thos. Finchati, Putnam,Coen."
It is the easiest thing in the world
to cure catarrh or cs.tarrhal colds if
you use Hyomel. Breathe its health-
giving, balsamic air for a few min-
utes and your catarrhal trouble will
soon be cured.
The complete outfit costs but one
dollar arid consists of an inhaler that
can be carried in the purse or vest
pocket, a medicine draper and bottle
of Hyomei. The inhaller lasts a life
time, while extra bottles, if needed,
can be obtained for 50o In Hopkins-
ville there are scores ol well know,'
people who have been cured of ca-
tarrh by Hyomei. Iftt does not help
you L. L Elgin will return your mo
ney in accordance with the guaran-
tee he gives with every outfit.
f 14 21
CABINET DESIGNS
ALL BUT ONE WILL BE RE-
APPOINTED,
($ltsøiaI Iii Now Era')
W A it 111 N Veit. The
following announcement was made
at the Whim House tech),
"The members of the cabinet have
all tendered their resignations, hut
on March 6 they will be reappointed,
with the exception of Mr. Wynne,
who is to be appointed consul gener-
al at London. George B. Cortelyou
will be nominated on March 6 for
postmaster general."
The practice of cabinet members
tendering their resignations upon
the inauguration of a chief executive
is established, so no particular sig-




That Is What They Say About
Them In HopkIneville and
It Is, Therefore Reliable.
Another proof, some more ev idence
Hopkinsville testimony to swell
the long list of advocates who en
dorse the old Quaker Remedy,
Doan's Kidney Pills. Read this con-
vincing endorsement of the claims
made for that remarkable prepara-
tion:
M. W. Davis of Eades & Dr.vis
dealers in coal on East Seventh
street at the L. et N. R. R. and who
lives at 608 North Main street says:
''I advise the use of Doan's Kidney
Pills in all cases similar to that of
Lily son who for some time com-
plained of backache rend was troubled
with a kidney weakness which was
very annoying at night. We tried
many diff•irent remedies and lie was
treated by the family physician butnothing seemed to do him much good.I learned about Doari's Kidney Pillsanti got a box at Th•tinits& Traherit'sdrug Wore. HIS used them an there be disappointed.was a noticeable improvement inshort tin e. After be had taken all 'of the contents which heir' prr,•1 Recovered Speech and Hear- •much art annoyance was entirely re- Ing. 
BY THE NEW YORK
WORLD.
Hard Luck Winter for Stand-
ard Oil Ca.—Million Spent
In Vain.
Won't somebody please burn a lit
tie kerofene oil just to keep John D.
Rockefeller in good spit its? This
ham been a hard-hick winter for the
Standard Oil company. Away back
iii octeber, 1901, Mr. Rockefeller'e
kerosene drummers began to report
that things were not looking as
bright as they should. Cold weather
was coming on, the nights were
growing long, and the time was at
hand when the people should be get-
ting out oil stoves and lighting lamps
earlier, but they weren't. be the
Standard Oil officialt resolved to do
a little coaxing. In November they
toweled the price of oil a half a cent
a gallon. Thanksgiving came, but
still the people wee-0 not burning
enoug oil to suit the Rockefellers.
Aczordingly, in . December, the
company reduced tV price of kero-
setie another half a cent a gallon.
This was like giving away money,
because the oil wella were not flow-
ing, and it was costing the trust more
to bring the product to the consumer
owing to the cold weather. Christ-
mas came and everybody was happ
but the Rockefellers. The people
%vete not burning the expected
amount of oil.
In January, a third reduction of
tuehf i (milt us 1011110i1 Was triads, Still
his people wouldn't buy, Even the
ierviiiito quit 11011111g the kitchen
tire with ktirosoneohloordIng to re.
ports of lorilialiva
It Is said tit have Cost ihel4tanderd
Oil etiMpeby to (late this whiter
shout 11,000,00o, In its vain endeavor
to coax the public to burn more ker-
osene. This lean Unusual experience
for the philanthropists who compose
the Standard Oil company.
It was rumored yesterday in Wall
street that the Rockefeller trust
would make a further and final re-
duction in price this month, and
would issue a book of prices,showing
how t erosene may be usod in cook-
as a sort of flavoring extract, or '
something of that kind. Mr. 
Rocke•. n
A c
feller' chemists have show great •ertain•ingenuity in utilizing the by-product
of petroleum ant, 'hey are now said
to be spetrding their energies to the
discovery of a way to convert gaso-
line into a rich Kemp as a palatable
subetitute for the oidinary breakfast
fonds.
Tht, .tutar tlUst, too, has been "up
against," a perverse public appetite
this winter. The tri st put up granu-
lated ten conts a hundred pounds on
January 19, thinking it had a good
thing in sight. But the good thing
did not materialize and yesterday
the trust lowered the price of granu-
















Although the draft for the amount
due the teachers of the county has
•not arrived, Mize Katie McDaniel, 
county superintendent, paid the
teachers today as usual, she having •
madearrangements to meet the oc-





,claims against the estate of said de- C1 A. MI or CS I •cedent, are hereby notified to file Bearith• The Kind You Nave AlWayS Boughtsame with me properly proved, on or Bigustur°before said date. I of
W. T• DAVIS, Executor,
1 L. 0. BROWN, Granger, 0. All persons knowing t.seinselves I The Balm does not irritate or cause •indebted to the estate of T. J. Pow- sloe zing. Sold by oruggists at 50 •erg, deceased, are hereby notified to eta. er mailed by Ely Brothers, 56 •settle same on or before April 1st, NVarr,ti St , New York. •1905; and all persons holding legal
12;;ege






„With IIIHffing Harness.. 
We are here 0 make harness that will fit andmake it out of the best leather, and you willwill have the 4atisfaciion of knowing it is noexperiment, fOr we make for the best peo-ple in tilis couirity.
Now let us Call your attention to the factthat we are selling the
3 Best
Birdsell, Owe
is none sold in





sboro and Millburn. There
this town that are anything





Will *legit you in fighting







Thoroughly taught by expert




HAIR BALSAMeleatima and becutuficeto. lair.Pronaaaa • luxuriant growthMeow Pails to Erato OrszrHair to ita Youthful Coior.Cum mealp climates is hair
60c,tara.$1.0)at Drucolls 
It Is In•
• Your Hand .
I Money deposited here is as easily:reached by the right owner ae thoughit was in his own picket. It can be• drawn 4)11 at any time and any place '• But it Is safe from thieves
• PLANTERS BANK
• ila 'I- VIJS'r COMPANY• is equipped with modern burglar40 and fire proof vaults which are zeal-& ously guarded night anti day. Thezi- management insures absolute 'wear-y' By. Bueinsse is transacted on a safe:end conservative basis.
When the Teeth
Give Out
andwhen it becomes necessary forart to supply the defieiencies of na-ture, come to this office. We make
Full Sete of Teethon rubber plates for $600. They areperfect in every particular. They fitso well that the wearers soon forgetthat they have artificial teeth. Theyare natural in appearance and do allthat natural teeth will do.
No charge for examination. Teethextracted free when new ones are or-dered.
• Louisville
: Dental Parlors•Next to Court House, HopkinavIllisHy, Home Phone 1914.
Sore throat is a very
common ailment these
wintry days, and it is
something which is
not only very painful
hut it is hard to cure
at times.
We have a specific
for throat affections
which we guarantee to
cure. Tnis is our own
preparation, put up in
our own name. Un-
like most medicines it
is not recommended as
a cure for all diseases
to whic:i the flesh is
heir, hut crily for sore
throat It is not un
pleasant to use, leaves
no bad effects and will
surely cure you Put
up in only one size
bottles-25c.
Try it if you have





9th and Main Ste
  tear tnt Weign cootie to 
o peunea.
Now look here, Charlie. The be
ach-
combers have got the stuff. It's m
ine;
I'm going to have it back. Here's th
e
lay: Your men can tight; you can fight
yourself. We'll make it a busines
s
proposition. Help we to get thet am
-
bergris, and if we get it I'll give e
ach
one of the men $1,000 and I'll give 
you
$1,500. You can take that up and
 be
Independent rich the rest of your 
life.
you can chuck it and rot on this bea
ch;
for it's tight or lose the schooner. 
You
know that as well as I do. If 
you've
got' to fight anyhow, why not tigh
t
where It's going to Pay.the most?"
Charlie hesitated, 'Pursing his lips.
! "Hew ablaut this, Moran?" W
ilbur
brake forth noW, mikeard by C
unrfle.
CHAPTER IX. "I've jus
t been thinking. Have we got
HAT smashed the junk? 
a right to this ambergris after all? 
The
beacheombers found the whale. It wa
s
What wrecked her?" de-
manded Moran. 
, theirs. liow have we the righ
t to take
The deserting 
Chins. the ambergris away f
rom them any
altea huddled around Charlie, drawing 
more than the sperm and the oil 
and
doie, as if finding comfort in the fee
l the Wm'? 
It's theirs, if you come to
*Catch other's elbows. 
that. I don't know as we've the righ
t
*Pio can tell," answered 
Charlie. I to it.
' "HU shake, then lit" up all the sa
me I "Darn you:
" shouted Moran inn blaze
ae we. Blineby too much lit" up. Him 
of fury. "eight to it; right to i
t! If /
who has? Who found it?
g' ail to smash. Four pleeee China
- haven't,
• dlown."
"Drown! Did any of them drown?"
• imed Moran.
our plecee diown," reiterated
0111,11e calmly. "One, thiee, five, nine
,
come asho'. Him other no come."
, "Where are the ones that cam
e
ashore?" asked Wilbur.
°Wile waved a hand back Into the
Witt. "him make um camp topsid
e
ell-house."
• hat old whaling camp." prompted
Wean. Then to Wilbur, "You rem
em-
ber—about a hundred yards -north th
e
dusk 7"
Wilbur, Mornn and Charlie had
WIIWn off a little (yam the Ber
tha
maw.. crew. The latter squatted in
a Km along the shore—silent, reserved
.
/Miklos vaguely seaward through 
the
sight. Moran spoke again, her sc
owl
thickening:
'What wakes you think the beach-
combers want our schooner?"
"Him catchum schooner sure! Him
want um boat to go home. No 
can
SW'
"Let's put oft tonight—right away,"
saki Wilbur.
"Low tide." answered Moran, "a
nd
besides—Charlie, did you see them
close? Were you near them?"
"No go muchee close."
"Did they have something with th
em
reeved up in a hammock—something
that smelled sweet—like a joss st
ick,
for instance?"
"No savvy; no can tell. Him try
catch= schooner sure. Him v
elly
bad China boy. See Tup China b
oy.
velly bad. I Wiring Sam Tup, Savv
y?"
"Ah, the tongs?"
"Yaes. I Sam Tue. Him," and 
he
pointed to tile Bertha'a crew, "Sam
Yup. All we Sam Yup; nisi him," and
be waved a hand toward the 
beach-
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"It's a tong row," said Wilbur.
"They're blood enemies, the See ?
Cups
and Barn Tops."
Moran felt thoughtful, digging her
boot heel into tie' sand, her thumbs
*Joked into her belt, her forehead
gathered into a heavy frown. 
There
was a ellence.
"One thing," she said at last, "we
can't give up the schooner. They
would take our stores as well, and then
where are we? Marooned, by Jove
!
How far do you suppose we are f
rom
tka nearest town?Three hund
red
Wiles wouldn't be a bad guess, and
therye got the loot—our ambergris—
VII swear to that! They didn't leave
that aboard when the junk sank."
"Look here. Charlie," she said, turn-
ips to the Chinaman. "If the bea
ch-
combers take the schooner—the Bertha
Miliner—from us, we'll be left to starve
on this beach."
"I tinkum yass."
"'low are, we going to get home?
Are you going to let them do it? Are
you going to let them have our schoon-
er?"
"I fink no can have."
"Look here," she went on, with and.
des energy. "There are only nine of
them now to our eight. We're about
even. We can fight those swine. I
know we can. If we jumped their camp
and rushed them hard, believe me we
could run them Into the sea. Mate,"
she cried, suddenly facing Wilbur, "are
you game? Have you got blood in you?
Those beachcombers are going to at-
tack us tomorrow before high tide;
that's flat. Thereat going to be a fight
anyway. We can't let them have the
A
.hoosier. it's starvation for us if we
"They 1114.11 II to make a dash for the
Bertha, and we've got to fight them off.
If there's any attacking to he done, I
propose to do it I propose we jump
their camp before It gets light—now,
tonight. right away, run le on them
there, lake them by surprise, do for one
es two of them if we have to and get
that ambergris, then cut back to tile
schooner. up cite- sails and wait for the
tide to tient off. We can do it; I
know we I 'an. Mate, will you back me
up?"
"Back you up? You bet I'll back you
up, Moran! But"— Wilbur hesitated.
"We could fight them so notch more to
advaneage from the deck of the schoon-
er. Why not watt for them aboard?
We could have our salts up anyhow,
and we could keep the beachcombers
off till the tide rose high enough to
drive them back. Why not do that?"
"I tink hes' wait topside boat," as-
sented Charlie.
"Yes; why not, Moran?"
"Because," shouted the girl, "they've
got our loot! I don't propose to be
plundered of $150,000 if I can help it."
"Wasaa dat?" demanded Charlie.
"Huntitr fiftee tioumand you hab got?"
"I did have it—we had it, the mate
and I. We trived a sperm whale for
the beachcombers, and when 
they
thought they bad everything out of hi
m
logliti A ..lutalt, ot guDotrzria.la. 
bUn
Those dirty monkeys might have s
tood
some show to a claim if they'd hel
d to
the one-third bargain, and offered ,
o
divvy with us ellen they got me wher
e
I couldn't help myself. I don't say I'
d
give in now if they had—give in to let
'em walk off with a hundred thousan
d
dollars that I've got as good a claim to
as they have! But they've saved me
the finable of arguing the question
.
They've taken it all—ail—and there's
no bargain in the game at all now.
Now, the stuff belongs to the strongest
of us, mid I'm glad of it. They
thought they were the strongest, and
now they're going to find ont. We'r
e
'lumped thiwn here on thie Hod fo
r.
'silken nand, Ind there's no law and n
o
polies-1mM, rhu strongest of tut 11111
Splint/ to live unit the wreikerit are gu•
Jug to Me. l'IU going to live, and Pm
going to here my loot, too, and I'm
 tint
going to split fine halm with these
robbers at this time of day. I'm going
to have it ill, and that's the law you're
under hi this ease, my righteous
friend!"
She turned her back upon him, spin-
ning :iron 11.1 111.011 her heel, and Wilbur
felt ashatmed of himself and proud ofh,i 
"I go talkee-talk to China boy," said
Charlie. coming up.
For about five minutes the Chinamen
conferred together, squatting in a cir-
cle on the bench. Moran paced tip. and
down by the stranded dory. Wilbur
leaned against the bleached whale
skull, his hands in his pockets.
"All light." said Charlie, coming out
from the group at last. -Him tight
plenty."
"Now." exclaimed Moran, "we've no
time to waste! What arms have we
got?"
"We've the cutting-in spades," said
Wilbur. "Therearefiveof them. They're
nearly ten feet long, and the blades are
as sharp as razors. You couldn't want
better pikes."
"That's an idea," returned Moran,
evidently willing to forget her out-
burst of a moment before, perhaps al-
ready sorry for it. The party took stock
of their weapons, and five huge cutting-
in spades, a heavy knife from the gal-
ley and a revolver of doubtful effec-
tiveness were divided among them.
The crew took the spades, Charlie the
knife and Wilbur the revolver. Moran
had her own knife, a haftless dirk,
such as Is affected by all Norwegians,
whether landsmen or sailors. They
were examining this armament and
Moran was suggesting a plan of at-
tack when Flitting, the leader of the
beachcombers, and one other China-
man appeared some little distance be-
low them on the beach. The moon was
low, and there was no great light, but
the two beachcombers caught the flash
of the points of the spades. They halt-
ed end glanced narrowly and euspi-
dowdy at the group.
"Beasts!" muttered Moran. -They
are up to the game. There's no sur-
prising them now. Talk to him,
Charlie. See what he wants."
Moran, Wilbur and Charlie came
part of the way toward ?loans and his
fellow and paused some fifteen feet
distant, and it long colloquy ensued.
It soon became evident, however, that
in reality Hoang wanted nothing of
them, though with great earnestness
he asserted his willingness to charter
the Bertha Millner back to Situ Fran-
etseo.
"That's not his game at all," said
Moran to Wilbur in a low tone, her
eyes never leaving those of the beach-
comber. "tie's pretty sure he could
seize the Bertha and never pay us a
stiver. They've come down to spy on
us, and they're doing it too. There's
no good trying to- rush their camp now.
They'll go buck and tell the crew that
we know their lay."
It was still very dark. Near the
hulk of the beached Bertha Miliner
were grouped her crew, each armed
With a long and lancelike cutting-in
spade, watching and listening to the
conference of the chiefs. The moon,
almost down, bad flushed blood red,
violently streaking the gray, smooth
surface of the bay with her reflection.
'rile tide was far out, rippling quietly
along the reaches of wet sand. In the
pauses of the conference the vast, mut
Bing silence allot down with the, ab-
ruptness of a valve suddenly closet?.
How it happened, just who made t
he
first move, in precisely what manne
r
the eftion had been planned or what
led up to It Wilbur could not after
-
ward satisfactorily explain. There
was a rush forward—he remembered
that much—a dull thudding of fee
t
over the resounding beach surface, 
a
moment's writhing struggle with a
half naked brown figure that u
sed
knife and nail and tooth, and then th
e
muffling silence again, broken only by
the sound Of their own panting.
 In
that Whirl of !win actien.
mat reconstruct out TWO MIrr pic-
tures—the Chinaman, bang's com-
panion. flying like one possessed along
the shore; Holing himself flung head-
long into the arms of the Bertha's
coolies, and Moran, her eyes blazing,
her thick braids flying, brandishing
her fist as she shouted at the top ef
tier deep voice, "We've got you, any-
how'!"
. They had taken Hoang prisoner,
4hesher by treachery. or apt Wilbur
sfitlhot erectly know. and, even if un-
fair menus had been used, he co
uld
not repress a feeling of delight 
and
satisfaction as he told himself that in
the very beginning of the fight 
that
wits to follow he anti his mates had
gained the dna ravaInage.
As the action of that night's e
vents
became more anti more accelerated 
Wil-
bur could not but notice the change 
!n
Moran. It was very evidentAthat 
the
old Norse fighting blood of her was
 all
astir—brutal, merciless, 'savage beyond
all control. A sort of obsession se
ized
upon her at the near approach of 
bat-
tle, a frenzy of action that w
as check-
ed by nothing, that was insensibl
e to
all restraint. At times it was impo
ssi-
ble for him to make her hear him
, or
when she heard to understand what he
was saying. Her vision contracted. I
t
was evident that she could not see dis
-
tinctly. Wilbur could no. longer con
-
ceive of her as a woman of the day
s
of civilization. She was lapsing bac
k
to the eighth century again—to the
Vikings, the sea wolves, the berserk-
era.
"Now you're going to talk!" she criel
to Huang as the hound Chinaman oat
upon the beach, leaning his back against
the great skull. "Charlie, ask him if
they., saved the ambergris when the
junk went down—if they've got It
now?" Charlie put the question In
Chinese,, but the beachcomber only
twinkled hula vicious eyes upon them
a nil held his peace. With the full
sweep if her 111111, her list ellitelitel till
the knuckle* whilnued, Moran struck
lille In the heat
"Now will you talk?" she cried. Hu-
ang- wiped the blood from him face upon
his shoulder and set his Jaws. He did
not answer.
"You will talk before I'm done with
you, my friend. Don't get any wrong
notions in your head about that." Mo-
ran continued, her teeth clinched.
"Charlie." she added, "Is there a file
aboard the schooner?"
"I tinkurn yams; boss Lab got file."
"In the tool chest, isn't it?" Charlie
nodded, and Moran ordered It to be
fetched.
"If we're to fight that crowd," she
saki, speaking to herself and in a rapid
voice, thick from excitement and pas-
sion, "we've got to know where they've
hid the loot and what weapons they've
got. If they have a rifle or a shotgun
with them it's going to make a big dif-
ference for us. The other fellow es-
caped and has gone back to warn the
rest. It's tight now, and no mistake."
The Chinaman who had been sent
aboard the schooner returned, carrying
a long, rather coarse grained file. Mo-
ran took It from him.
"Now," she said, standing in front
of Iloang; "I'll give you one more
ehance. Answer me. Did you bring off
the ambergris, you beast, when your
Junk sank? Where is it now? How
many men hare you? What arms have
you got? Have your men got a rifle?
Charlie, put that all to him in your
lingo, so as to make sore that he un-
derstands. Tell laiin if he don't talk
I'm going to make him very sick."
Charlie pat the questions in Chinese.
pausing after each one. Hoang held
his peace.
-I gave you fair warning!" shouted
Moran angrily, pointing at him with
the file. "Will you answer?'
"Hint no tell nuttite," observed Char-
lie.
"Fetch a cord here," commanded
Moran. The cord was brought, and.
despite floang'e struggles and writh-
tags, the tile was thrust endways into hie
mouth and his jaws were bound tightly
together upon it by means of the cord
passed ov.m• hist head and under his
chin. Some four inches of the Ole pro
truded from his Bps. Moran took this
end and drew it out between the beach
-
comber's teeth, then pushed It hack
slowly.
The hideous rasp of the operation
turned Wilbur's blood cold within hint.
He looked away—out to sea, down 
the
beach—anywhere, so that he might
not see what was going forward. But
the persistent grind and scrape 
still
assaulted his ears. Ile turned about
sharply.
%I—I-1'11 go down the beach here a
ways," he said quickly. "I can't stand
—I'll keep watch to see if the beach-
combers come up."
A few minutes later he beard Char-
lie hailing him.
"Chin-chin heap plenty now," sa
id
he, with a grin as Wilbur came up.
Hoang sat on the sand in. the midst
of the circle. The file and coil of rop
e
lay on the ground near by. The beach
-
comber was talking in a high keye
d
singsong, but with a lisp. He told them
,
partly in pigeon English and partly in
Cantonese, which Charlie translated,
that their men Were eight in numh^
r
and that they had intended to seize th
e
schooner that night, but that probabl
y
his own capture had delayed thei
r
plans, They had no rifle. A shot
gun
had been on board, but had gone down
with the sinking of the junk. The 
am-
bergris had been cut into two lump
s
and would be found in a couple of ol
d
flour sacks in the stern of the boat i
n
which he and his men had come ashore
.
They were all armed with their litt
le
hatchets. He thought two of the men
carried knives as well. There 
was
neither pis.al nor revolver among them.
"It seems to me," said Wilbur, "that
we've got the long end."
"We catchum boss, too!" said Char-
lie, pointing to Hoang.
"And we are better armed," assent-
ed Moran. "We've got the cutting-in
ILDAdes."
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"And the revolver, if it win shoot
any farther than it will kick."
"They'll give us all the fight we
Want," declared Moran.
"Oh, him Kid-gingh, him fight all
same devil."
"Give the men brdndy, Charlie," com-
manded Moran. "We'll rush that camp
right away."
The demijohn of spirits was brought
down from the Bertha and pass
around, Wilbur and Moran drinking
Th 
from the tin cup, the coolies from the
bottle. bang was fettered and lock-
ed In the Flertha's cabin.
"Now, then, are we ready?" cried
M'cl'I ratiink all light," answered Charlie.
The party set off down the beach.
The moon had Mug since gone down,
and the dawn was whitening over the
eastern horizon. Landward, ragged
blankets of morning mist lay close In
the hollows here and there. It was
profoundly still. The stars were still
out. The surface of Magdalena bay
was smooth as a sheet of gray silk.
Twenty minutes passed, half an hour,
an hour. The party tramped steadily
forwitrd, Moran, Wilbur and Charlie
leading, the coolies close behind car-
rying the eutting-in spades over their
shoulders. Slowly and in silence they
wade the half circuit of the bay. The
Bertha 11111Iner Wile far behind them by
new. it mem gray untio in the early
mortrint Twin,
"Did yoll PM' tight before?" Moran
muddenly (Mended of Charlie,
"Ono time I fight plenty much In
San Flancleco itt 'npilihtgtou otleet,
Fight um See Yupe."
Another half hour passed. At times
when they halted they began to hear
the faint murmur of the creek, just
beyond which was the broken and
crumbling shanty, relic of an old
Portugu wliese hang camp, where the
beachcombers were camped. At Char-
lie's suggestion the party made a cir-
cuit, describing a half moon, to land-
ward, so as to come out upon the ene-
my sheltered by the sand dunes.
Twenty minutes later they crossed the
creek about 400 yards from the shore.
Here they spread out into a long line
and, keeping an interval of about fif-
teen feet between each of them, mov-
ed cautiously forward. The uneven-
ness of the sand breaks hid the shore
from view, but Moran, Wilbur and
Charlie knew that by keeping the
('reekliu ilium their left they would come
out directly upon the house.
A few minutes later,Charlie held up
his hand, and the men halted. The
noise of the creek chattering into the
tidewater of the bay was plainly au-
dible just beyond. A ridge of sand
covered thinly with sagebrush and
faint mime', of smoke rose into the
air over the ridge itself. They were
close in. The coolies were halted, and,
dropping upon their hands-and knees,
the three leaders crawled to the top of
the break. Sheltered by a couple of
eagebuishem and lying fiat to the
ground, Wilbur looked over and down
upon the beach. Th efirst object he
made mit Wits a crazy, roofless house.
built of driftwood. the chinks plaster-
ed with adobe mud. the door fallen in.
Beyond, on the bench, was it flat bot-
tomed dingey, unpainted and foul with
dirt. But all around the house th
e
sand had been scooped and piled t
o
form a ion- barriende. and behind this
barricade Wilbur saw the beachcomb-
ers. There were eight of them. They
were alert end ready. their hatchet
s
in their hands. The gaze of each of
them was fixed directly upon the sand
icbreak which sheltered the Bertha Mill
-
neets officers and crew. They seemed
to Wilbur to look him straight in the
eye. They neither moved nor spoke.
The silence and absolute lack of mo
-
thou on the part of these small. hal
f
naked Chinamen, with their apelik
e
muzzles end twinkling eyes, were °tu
-
itions.
There tould be no longer any doubt
II at the benehrombers had known of
1110 Vt'Illept74 11111d were
perfectly it Ware of their present.° be-
hind the Amid brenk. Moran rose to
her feet. and Wilbur and Charlie fol-
lowed her example.
"There's no use hiding," she add.
"They know, we're here."
Charlie called tip tile crew. 'The 
two
parties were ranged -face to face. O
ver
the Pastern rim of the Pucitic the 
blue
whiteness or the early dawn was turn
-
ing to it dull, mete:1W gold at the 
core of
the sunrise. The headlands' of 
Silted
Lena bay etenel black against 
the p le
glow. Overhead the greater stars 
still
shime. The monotonous, faint 
ripple of
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The season of the year when people wantito buy real estate i
s at hand
we invite those who want to buy or selli to consult this column.
We have excellent facilities for conduloting the business and 'will ad-
vertise the property put into our hands free of charge, and wi
ll furnish
prospective customers conveyance to look at propert
y without cost Goth..",
Come to see us if 3 9U want to sell, it costs you nothing
 if you fail.
I A splendid farm of 186 sores In the he tstenentiouofoldrohuatrdhe,rowelfiewntekgri
rte
Has a IIPW house, good berth, stable, two 
b
and well Improved, Will give a bargain Idolcil 
til  
at ones,
I 414 acres of the finest south f hrlstlan land on Clarksv
ille pike, one Mlle
from two railroad station, L 6 N and T 0 Susceptible of division int0 I
tracts with Improvements on each, dwelling., tobaocio horns,
 tenant 11011M111
stables, *to, Will be sold as a whole are divided to cult purchasen. Co
Me
and see us soon or you will miss a bargain.
Good farm of 166 scree, located near Irlowell, Ky. This farm is wel
l
fenced, has house of 9 rooms, good tenement house o
f 8 rooms, two largo
new tobacco barns, one good stock barn, 2 good cisterns, plenty
 of stock
water, new smoke house and other outbuilding
s and about 20 acres good
timber. Will be sold at a low price and on easy terms.
Mil property with 8 or 10 acres of land. 3 dwellings, one sto
re house with
good trade established, blacksmith shop ,and poetoffice
 with daily mall
The mill is in a fine agricultural section With a
 good local custom. Capaci-
ty of 60 barrel, of flour rer day. Thoroughly equipped sho
rt system roller
mill. About 4 miles from railroad and no other mill withi
n four.miles. A
plen d id chance for investment. Will sell at a bargain
. Good reason for
osetlitlhinogue 
farm of 111 acres of land, 30 acres in ti
es, etahle. tobacco barn; within 3 miles of H opg insville, fine truek
A nice mber
, good 6 room dwellIng,
farm. A fine productive farm of 135 acres' in one
 of the beet neighborhoods
in Christian county, about five miles froth Hopkinsvi
lle and quarter mile
of railroad station. New dwelling of six rooms and
 hall, new barn and
large stable, two good cabins. ,good cistern, fine orchard an
d about 20 acres
In timber; balance in fine staa of cultivetion.
A splendid farm of 800 acres in one of the best sections
 of Southern
Kentucky; fine red clay foundation. It; has on it 
a good comfortable dwel-
ling house, cistern, ice house, 8 cabins or hands, 2 toba
cco barns with cap-
acity for 40 acres tobacco, fine young orahar
d; iti one mile of depot on one
railroad and Smiles from depot on another.
 Good schools and churchea
convenient. Plenty of water and timber. Will be s
old at a bargain.
A floe farm of 400 acres within o
ne
mile of Pembroke, Ky. Ninety five
acres in fine timber. This farm is
well fenced with hedge and wire and
divided into five shifts, on each of
which is plenty of never failing water.
This Is one of the finest 'farms in the
best farming section of Kentucky,
well adapted to corn wheat, tobacco
and all kinds of grasses... Phere is
tio better stock farm in UM- county
.
improvetnents first class and in per-
tect repair, fins two-story frame
dwelling with ..ine rooms, veranda
in front and porches in rear, four
frame tenant ht uses, two large new
tobacco barns, two graineries with
capacity for 10,000 bushels of wheat,
large stables, cow houses, tool house,
carriage and ice house, two large cis-
terns, in fact an ideal farm with
a beautiful lawn of four acres in front
of house. One of the most desirable
farms in the state, in one of the best
neighborhoods, convenient to schools
eburches tied good market. The
land In first-class condition. Will
be sold on easy terms to suit pur-
chaser.
512 acres in tract, 400 acres in culti-
vation, ground lies very level and is
a very rich soil.
Produced last year 76 bu. corn per
a-re, 24 bu. wheat per acre, and 1,000
to '200 lbs. of tobacco per acre.
There are 226 acres of this farm In
red clover.
This place has a fine 10 room resi-
dence, large bares, good pond, 7 goo
d
cisterns, 6 tenant houses, plenty of
negro labor, is well fenced and locat
-
ed on good public road, in Montg
om-
ery County, Tenn., 7 miles north o
f
Clarksville and 5 miles from neares
t
station.
This place can be bought for on
ly
$45.00 per acre, 410,000.00 cash 
and
balance on very easy terms, with 
6
per cent. interest.
Trice farm or 142 acres within
8 miles of Hopkinsville, on good 
pub'
lid road. Good dwelling, tobacc
o
barn, stable, outbuildings alid plent
y!
of kimber and water. Desirable placed
will be sold cheap.
One of the most desirable residene
ces on S. Vir. St., corner lot 86 
feeti
front by 268 feet deep House wit
h
beautiful shade and fruit trees, goo
d
eLtern, stable Oct all necessary out-i
buildings. All in excellent repair
.
Price and terms reasonable.
60 acres of fine land 1 miles from
Hopkinsville on Canton pike, good
spring and barn, fenced and has 2
0
acres of timber. Very desirabl
e
proper ty.
Good farm of 160 Acres, 2 mileii
from Bennetatown Ky. Good hous
e
8 rooms, tenant house, good wel
4
large tobacco barn, good fratne sta.
ble 28x30 feet,40 acres in fine timber
,
good level land and a desirable font
convenient to schools and churchel3
and on good road.
Cue of the most desirable resi-
dences on S. Virginia St., corner lot,
86 feet front by 286 feet deep. House
with beautiful shade and fruit trees
good cistern and all necessary Jut-
buildings. All in excellent repair
Price and terms reasonable.
Good residence on corner of Main
and 1st streets, fronting 60 feet on
Main by 200 feet deep. House has six
!toms, good ciatern, stable and ne-
cessary out-buildings. For sale.
;Two good residence lots on Main.
.0t. in Hopkinsville, well located.
The only vacant lots on West side of
Main St. for sale at a low briee
Nice new cottage on South Virginia
Street, Has six rooms arid bath
r om, ;rood cistern and stable. Lot
}Ponta 86 feet and runs back 192 feet
to a 16 foot alley. This place will be
'Sold on reasonable terms.
! The S. T. Fox farm of 512 acres,
eituated on the Millers Mill road
about seven miles Southwest of Hop-
kinville, large two story dwelling
and all necessary farm buildings,
. good fences. orchard amid plenty of
'water and timber. This is a fine
!farm and located in one of the beet
i farming sections of the county and
I Will be sold on reasonable terms.
1 1 Elegant lot 80x200 ft. on Jesup ave-nue. Good home with 4 large rooms
2 porches, cistern outbuildings,:shade
j and fruit trees, Price $1,400.
An elegant farm of 116 acres of
iantl, on good public road, in one of
the best neighborhoods in South
Christian, convenient to postoffloe,
Schools and churches, in a high state
of cultivation, good dwelling 2 rooms
land hall,one largeotobanoo barnegood
stables and cow house, buggy house,
,2 new cabins, smoke house hen
house, new wire fence,Itice young
orchard, grapes, rasp-Berries and
strawberriem,plenty of water, Very,
desirable, will be sold cheap and on
easy terms.
Some beautiful vacant Iota on Wal-
nut street. .
400 acres of desirable farming land
in Montgomery county, Tenn, heavi-
ly timbered, 16 miles from Howell,
Ky. price $7.00 per acre.
Fine farm of 282 acres in neigh-
borhood of Howell, Ky., at a great
bargain,
Very desirable suburban residence
house two stories, 8 rooms, new and
in good repair, about 7 acres of land
just outside the city limits on one of
the best street.
A nice residence at Casky, Ky.
lot of 10 acres, six room cottage and
two room office in yard • good
servants house, large good ice house,
large stable and carriage house and
all necessary out buildings; splend:d
shade and fruit trees, never failing
well, good cistern; convenient to de-
pot, school and church; 5 miles from
Hopkinsville with good pike nearly
the whole distance. Splendid locat-
ion for a doctor.
Valuable store room on Main
street. One of the best business loco
Hotta in the city.
Nice cottage on corner of Browu
and Broad streets, 7 rooms, good out-
buildings, cistern, etc. Cheap and
on reasonable terms.
Residence, 6 rooms, stable, carri-
age house and all necessary outbuild-
ings good cistern and orchard. Two
acres of land adjoining South Ken-
tucky College, $1,600. Will sell this
place at low price mud on easy terms
Farm of 406 acres of flue land in X
mile of mill, post office and churoh-.
Splendid house of ten rooms, large
stable, 7 cabins for hands, 8 large
tobacco barns, 90 acres fine timber
good orchard. Farm in good condi-
tion and very productive. Will be
sold at a bargain.
rt"
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HAPPY  AND HEALTHY.
A Beautiful Canadian Girl Saved FromCatarrh of the Lungs by Pe-ru-na.
fr•
KISS FLORENCE HENAN.
Miss Florence E. Kenale 434 Marie street., Ottawa, Ont., writes :
"A few months ago I caught a severe cold, which settled on mylungs and remained there so persistently that I became alarmed. Itook medicine without benefit, until my digestive organs becameupset, and my head and back began to ache severely and frequently.'I was advised to try Peruna, and although I had little faith Ifelt so sick that I was ready to try anything. It brought me blessedrelief at once, and I felt that F had the right medicine at last Witianthree weeks I was completely restored and have enjoyed perfecthealth since.
"I now have the greatest faith in Peruna." F. E. KENAH.
WOMEN should beware of contract- I bought a bottle to try. I am pleasedlug catarrh. The cold wind and that I did, for it brought speedy relief.rain, slush and mud of winter are cape- It only took about two bottles, and Ichilly conducive to catarrhal derange- considered this money well spent.ments. Few women escape. "You have a firm friend in me, and IUpon the first symptoms of catching not only advise its use to my friends, huttold Peruna, should be taken. It forte- have purchased several bottles to give toflea the system against colds and ca- those without the meafts to buy, andtarrh. have noticed without exception that itThe followingdetter gives one young has brought about a speedy cure where..woman's experience with Peruna: ever it has been used." - Miss BoseMies Rose Gerbing ha popular society Gerbing.woman of Crowe Point, Ind., and she If you do not derive prompt and setts-writes the following: factory results from the use of Peruna,"Recently I took a long drive in the write at once to Dr. Hartman, giving aeountry, and being too thinly clad I full statement of your case and he wfilcaught a had cold which settled on my be pleased to give you his valuable ad-lunge, and which I could not seem to vice gratis.shake off. I hat heard a great deal of Addregs Dr. Hartman, President of?sauna for colds and catarrh 11,101 I The Hartman Seuitartum, Columbue. O.
TPersonal Notes. ry, Try Again.
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
from a business trip to Cadir..
Mrs. W. P Prelin, of $t. Louis. is 
noon. Several weeks ago Mr. Beth -
visiting the faintly of her father, ketioliip obtained a license to marry
Prof. 0. 0 Hille, on South Main St. Miss Sheoherd, end subsequently
Prof. William H. Harrison has re- ireturn.ed it endorsed, "Ni propertyturned to Russellville after a visit to round."his parents, Dr. and Mrs. Edmand
Harriso,..
Mr. and Mrs. Max Reiihold went
to Prieeeton this morning to attend
IN WINTER
the funeral of their friend, Mr. Joel
Heberle, which was held this morn-
Henri y Food Puts EXtla S1•11..11 in
lag at 10 o'clock.
W. A. Cantrell, is visiting in May-
This Important Organ.field ti,is week.
---Squire Alex Campbell it" ben Whiter is a little more than halfconfined at his home for the past two over, end the results of its henryweeks e ith a n attact ot rheumatism. fo,„i stww„ in the vethth:e apre.Mr. aril Mrs. 1"; win Meson at tar, ',Nilsen, gnawing at the pit ofin the "Y ti" "i""1"4 to el mc' the • tomach, heartburn, saliew skin,
ton. Me.
furred tongue, headeelie, heekache,Mu's Vlii. Baker, "f iac'111̀  • and sleeplessness. The stomach hitsKy., I the ru.-st Of M" Su"' been overworked, the nerv. us stemThompson, of', 9 It S .
J. W C10814..4 Yr InbroF r, is io il,e
city.
- - Cures Blood and Skin Dis-
A license was issued yesterdayMrs. T. C. Underwood and Miss morning authorizing the marriage ofWillie Rust are guests of Mrs. John
W. S. Blankenship and Miss Mettle0. Rust, in Nashville.
Shephurd. The marriage was sehe-H. H Abernathy has returned 
duled to take place yesterday after.
THE STOMACH
remedies that makes It lefallible iii
restoring health to the etointeth arid
digestive system. It. overcomes any
acid condition that may be presentscrofula. blood poiron, cancer, eatingiii t he stomach and ietestines,sores, itching skin, Piii-Ples, boils.soothes and heals the irritrieeel mu-bone pains, swelliogs, rhetimatigin,! cous membrane, has a stimulatingestarrh, or any blood or skin disease, effect on the solar-plexus, and corn-we advise you to take Botanic Blood blues peculiar pro parties thatBalm (B. B. BO Especially recnm- strengthen the nerves of the stomachmended for old, obstinate, deep-seat- awl puts the whole digestive system
ad eases of malignant blood or skin ,
it so healthy, clean and sweet is state
diseases, because Botanic BloodBalm (B B kills the poison in the that fermentation of the food cannotblood, cities where all else fails,heals exist, any disease germs in the stom-
ach will be destroyed, and the di-
gestive system will be so strength-blood purifier wade. Thoroughly ened that It will extract from thetested for 8'J years. Costs 41 per large food all the elements that make solidbottle at drug stores. To prove it bone, firm muscle, and pure blood.cures, sample of Blood Balm tent
, It is a guaranteed cure for all dis-
flee by writing Blood Bohn Co., At-I•snta. 0a. Describe trouble and free eases of thin stomach, excepting cal.-medical advice sent in sealed letter. cr.
is en•eriner, the blood is ie WO con-
dition, the digestive organs are tired
out,
is at this season of the yoar that
Mi-o-na, the only remedy knowneases, Itching Humors, ilott Ltives etretigth to the stomachEczema, Scrofula, Etc. 
sod digestive organs, is of especialSend no nioney--simply write and vow,.try Botanic Blood Balm at our ex- Ml-o-na is trot a hit-orenies cure.pens... A permeettl trial et Blood but is an unusual combination ofRahn is betrer than a thonsend prin-
ted testimonials, so don't hesitate to
write for a free sample.
If you suffer from ulcers, eczema,
every sore, makes the blood pure andrich, gives the skin the rich glow ofhealth. B 13 B, the most perfect
111.6.This is air honest offer-medl-
eMe sent at once, prepaid. Sold by
R. C. Hariwick.
Buys Store.
The Forbes Manufacturing Compa-
ay has purchased the Wilson Hard-
ware Company's establishment at
Pembroke. The business will be
greatly enlarged and continued by
the sew owners.
The guarantee on Mi-o-na is given
by one of our best known druggist.
L. L. Elgin, who agrees to refund
the price 60 cents, Ovalle Ml ()ma not
give perfect satisfaction. Ask L. L.
Elgin to show you the guarantee he






Large Warehouse To Be
Built at Springfield.
A press despatch from Clarksville
says:
The Montgomery County Tobacco
Growers' Association met yesterday.
C. P. Warfleid. general salesman for
rite assoelation, explained some mat-
ters in regard to Hempling. He said
that he was in communication wird
-orne men who desired to purchase
the entire crop of dark tobacco at the
farmers' prices; than the members of
the association in the twenty differ-
ent counties were standing firm and
proceeding along intellfgeut litres, a
fact which meant victor.," in the end;
that the banks and other parties liv-
ing in the dark tobiteci, district were
assisting the association in many
ways; that it was up to the farmers
to controf the production, weichowill
contiol the price. He said that the
1903 crop had been consumed, and
according to statistics, only 66 per
cent. of a crop had been raised in
1904. He spoke of the necessity for
cutting the 1905 crop, which will re-
dece the supply still more, thus put-
ting the farm sr in a position to com-
mand the tobacco situation. He es-
timators that the plan adopted will
reduce the acreage abdut 30 per cent
Chairman Prince gave out blank
contrects to the district chairmen,
widen are tin be signed by all tobacco
growers who will agree to reduce the
acreage. Stewart, Trigg. Todd and
Simpson counties have already
adopted the Montgomery enmity
scale, and other courities will follow
suit.
SPRINGFIELD, Teen., Feb. 16.-
At a meeting of the stockholders of
the Farmers' Urifon Warehouse Co.,
the following board of directors was
chosen: J. M. (louts, Lee Woodard,
R. D. Izor, W. H. Simmons, W. I.
Shannon, W. E. Ryan, A. IL Porter,
.1. W. Long, and Richard Glover. A
committee from the board of direct-
ors was selected to at once procure a
charter, and -d to buy or build
a warehouse.
The reports of the soliciting com-
mittees show that ot the $7,500 want-
ed, $0,200 has been secured, and now
a tobacco warehouse at Sprieglield is
no longer a cobjecture, but ati assur
ed fact.
SENTENCE OF DEATH
The jury in the case of Garth
Teropk ins, colored, charged with the
murder of Jim Brame. colored, of
Christian county, tan years ago last
Christmas, returned a verdict, at
, Medi, o 'vine, of guilty anti fixed the
punishment at death.
Tompk Ms was tried at the former
terro and given the death sentence,
but the court of appeals reviewed the
case and ordered it back to the cir-
cuit court of Hopkins county for an-
other trial.. The attorney for the
condemned until a nil now e'.iler WO-
deli for still another trial anti one of
the grounds wirl be that one of the
jurors read a newepaper just befere
the verdict was made up in which
paper the prediction was made that
the death penalty would again be
givee the defendant in this case.
Tompkins killed Brarne about a
woman who had been the wife of
both of them. When Tompkinm was
bent to the penitentiary for eighteen
months for some crime, his wife ob-
tained a divorce and married Brame,
who had gone from HopkIntiville to
Madisorville to work in a coal urine.
When Tompking was released from
prison he went to his former home,
marched hie wife, in night clothes
and barefooted, at the point of a pis-
tol to the home of a neighbor, and




Mr. Howard Hancock, of Lebanon,
'limn., and Miss Lillie Annabelle
Mies, of Howell. will be joined in
mstrirnonY :this afternoon at Lb.FOLEr431101111rATO5&tR home of the bride. The Rev. H. C.
IlleessaUsse Sem" Ihestaisiesade McGill will Officiate.
Five No.14 Avery Chilled 2 horse plows 
Two No. 14 1-2 Avery Chilled 2 horse plows -
One No. 4 South Bend Chilled 2 horse plows
Sixteen Ky. B. 0. Steel 2 horse plows 
Seven Avery E. 0. Steel 3 horse plows 
One Avery New Ground 2 horse plow
Eleven Meikle 2 horse cast plows 
Five No. 11 Vulcan 2 horse plows 
Six No. 11 Vulcan Steel Beam 2 horse pldws -
Four No. 10 Vulcan Steel Beam 2 horse pilOws






This is an oppoatunity soldom offeired, and the first to comewill be the first to get pick and choice c4 these plows at less than itcost to make them.



























This cut price only applies to the plows
mentioned alove.
Forks Main Co.





Wesley and Mack who have
achieved a lofty position as Irish
cotnedians and the well known son-
brette, Mazie Trumbull, appear as
the stellar figures In "The Irish
' / :Vali( WE-R.
fit47/1-. 7-A/Af8C/ZL:
Pawnbrokers," announced at the
opera house next Saturday night.
Their varied experience and versa-
tility entitles them to the distinc-
tion of master of art in farce comedy
merriment. Their play offers them
and their funmaking allies a prolific
field to display their talents and they
let no chance escape to create hilari-
ty. All the audience has to do is to
keep up with the swift actions on
the stage, laugh and guess bow long
render a solo in the First Part, and
also appear with the Herald square
Quartet in the Olio. He has sure
reunded himself Dile year w th an
international congress of sing4.s that Dwelling Destroyed.are called the Ted E. Faust choir.
Side by side with Clan De Bruin 
From Wednesday 's Daily)stands Wm. R. Pattie the So thern
•the performers can stand be pace committee that keeps him there andthey are going. the vast audience that wants himI there." Explanation: - DelightedCLEN DE BRUIN. !means 100, as good an can be; good,!The vocal director of the Ted E. 90; fair, 80; unsatisfactory. Corn-Faust Minstrels is Clan De Bruin, : mittses usually base their. estimatesthe operatic baritone. Am setneut i upon the maneer which attractionspatrons will remember the nthusi- please in their towns. The followingastIc ovation tendered Mr. e Bruin are the reports for the Roney'a Boysin Hopkineville last season. The Concert company: i'Beaver Falls,minstrels will appear here ne •t Mon- Pa., Dec. 20, Honey's Boys, audienceday week when Mr. lie Br in will 650, delighted; Roanoke, Va., Nov.
80, Honey's Boys, audience 480, de-
lighted; Upper Sandusky, 0., Dec.
16, Roney 'a Boys, audience 450, good;
Wellington, 0., Dec. 14. Honey's
Boys, audience uot given, delighted;
Ravenna, 0., Dec. 19, Roney's Boys,
aud len ce 760, delighted; Huntington,
Ind., Honey's Boys, audience 650, de-
lighted ; Xenia, N. Y•, Honey's BoYs;
(return date) matinee 700 cl.iinren,
evening audience 900, extra delight-
ed."
Since this attraction is strictly high
grade and in all respects first-class,
we hope that they will be greeted by,
a large audience. Prices: reserved
seats, choice locittion, 76c; reserved
seats to season-ticket holders, 60o;
public school children, large or small,




Tenor. He is a favorite in all musi-
cal circles.
COMM11"1'EE REPORT41
We shall in future give comtnittee
reports in ad vance of attractilne to
be presented at the tabernacle, Which
reports are taken from the Lyeeum
ite, which publication is In the in-
terest "of the man on the plaliform,
the manager who puts him thoi‘e, the
The dwelling of John Morris Bar•
ker on the farm of Edgar Bradshaw
was destroyed by fire last night, to-gether with most of its contents. The
loss is about $2,(00, partly insured.
•-•-•-•-•4444444+44+.4+++++++.
I
Dr. Edwards, specialty eye,
ear, nose and throat. Teat made
for glasses. Phoenix Building.
Main St., Hopkinaville
